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Introduction

Next generation pixel detector systems and ASICs will have to face many technical challenges, including smaller pixels to resolve tracks in boosted jets, much higher hit rates (1-2 GHz/cm²), unprecedented radiation tolerance (10 MGY), much higher output bandwidth, and low power consumption. Their electronics will also have to work reliably for years under extremely hostile radiation conditions. A collaboration, named RD53, has started to design the next generation of hybrid pixel readout chips to enable the phase 2 pixel upgrades of the ATLAS (A Thoroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) experiments. This formal collaboration has participating universities and research institutes from Europe and USA. In detail, in this thesis I worked in the implementation of a pixel verification and simulation framework for the optimization of the architecture of next generation pixel chips.

In the remainder of this section I will describe the contents and the organization of the thesis. In Chapter 1 an introduction on the state of the art of such detectors and on next generation requirements will be introduced. Moreover, a big challenge will be the growing complexity of such systems, both at the level of the single blocks specifications and at the top level. This requires a large effort to design and qualify front-end electronics following a modular approach and to encourage re-usability between different experiments for saving time and resources. For those reasons it is necessary also in High Energy Physics applications to start to look into system level design flow and new high level languages largely used in industry: a summarily description of SystemC, SystemVerilog and of the Universal Verification Methodology will be provided in Chapter 2. In order to prove that the tools used are able to deal with the system target complexity, initial study on scalability and an evaluation of some commercial simulation tools have been done and are reported in Chapter 3. Parallel design of singular blocks, of the system top
level and of a framework capable of simulating it, optimizing its architecture and finally verifying it is encouraged for facing the design complexity. In Chapter 4 the work done for obtaining a model for the basic building block of a pixel chip is described and the different architectures that have been simulated at the system level in the framework are introduced. The overall structure of the simulation and verification environment will be presented in Chapter 5 and details will be provided on its interfaces to the chip and on the role of each verification component. A specific one, in charge of generating meaningful hit stimuli, will be the focus of Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter 7 it will be presented a test case where the developed framework and hit generator have been used for the optimization of buffering architectures. Simulation results will be compared with the ones obtained from an implemented statistical/analytical model of the same buffering architecture.
Chapter 1

Electronic circuits in pixel detectors for High Energy Physics

The notion of pixel comes from image processing applications and it describes the smallest discernible element in a given process or device. A pixel detector is therefore a device able to detect an image and the size of the pixel corresponds to the granularity of the image. For high energy physics (HEP) applications, the focus is put on pixel detectors which are particularly fast and able to detect high-energy particles and electromagnetic radiation. Pixel detectors are used in High Energy Physics (HEP) applications as radiation sensors that are distributed in complex systems used for tracking high energetic particles. Accelerators generate elementary particle collisions at a rate of 10–100 MHz, with particles emerging from every collision. Some rare, but interesting particles live about 1 ps and then decay into a few daughter particles \[1\]. An example of such a decay is sketched as in Figure 1.1, the collision vertex (V) and the decay vertex (D) are also indicated.

Therefore they are high granularity tracking detectors which provide unambiguous and precise 3D measurements in the harsh environment close to the interaction point. The charged particles traversing the sensor releases electron-hole pairs that can be separated and drifted to collection electrode with high voltage biasing (\(\sim 100V\)).

The main requirements of such detectors are:
Figure 1.1: Topology of a short-lived particle decay, with ordinary particles emerging from the same collision [1].

- space and time resolutions for unambiguous detection of short-lived particles;
- capability of coping with the increasing interaction rates and energies of modern particle accelerators;
- high level of radiation hardness, since they are placed in an extremely hostile environment;
- fast readout (depending on technology);
- selection of events of interest.

Pixel detectors are used at the heart of the trackers in the experiments of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), e.g.: A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), A Thoroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) and Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS). They are also key elements for the upgrades, as will be more presented more in detail in the following sections.

Different approaches exist for pixel detectors when it comes to the way the sensible part (i.e. the sensor) is linked to the readout Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). As regards the sensor material, there are potentially multiple options: planar silicon, 3D silicon, diamond (both planar and 3D), CMOS sensor, etc. The material most commonly used at the state of the art for pixel detectors is silicon. Some groups have looked into the possibility of building both electronics and sensor in the same technological process, integrating the charge generation volume into the ASIC itself. This leads to the so-called Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS), whose basic block is shown in Figure 1.2. Such an approach aims to reach lower cost, higher resolution, lower mass but has also drawbacks, starting from the fact that silicon substrate used for electronics chips in most cases is not ideal as silicon detector, where low resistivity would be the optimal
choice. The connection to the detector in the substrate is also critical, as also getting sufficient charge collection (and speed) efficiency.

![Figure 1.2: Traditional MAPs building block [2].](image1)

For those reasons, at the state of the art the baseline approach used for the running detectors are the Hybrid Pixel Detectors (HPD). They are composed of a sensor (typically a semiconductor photodiode), where information related to the passage of a particle is generated, decoupled from a high density ASIC circuit for data readout and processing. The adjective “hybrid” comes from the fact that those two blocks are fabricated separately and are then joined together through a process called bump bonding, as shown in the basic building block shown in Figure 1.3. Such a process is characterized by very high cost, even if there is hope that it could improve in the future profiting from bonding techniques from 3D technologies. Hybrid pixels are capable of standing high radiation levels and are also reliable for high rate applications.

![Figure 1.3: Hybrid Pixel Detectors: single building block [2].](image2)

Matrices made of hundreds of thousands of pixel cells can be implemented in few square centimeter surfaces thanks to planar integration technology. Such a matrix of elementary
Pixel Unit Cells (PUCs) is called Pixel Chip (PC): it can be divided into an active area which contains a repetitive matrix of nearly identical pixels and the chip periphery from where the active part is controlled, where data are buffered and global functions common to all pixels are located, as shown in Figure 1.4.

Matrices are then joined together and arranged in complex modules that cover the inner surface of the collider. Hybrid pixel detector modules are made from multiple pixel Read-Out Chips (ROC) bump bonded to a single pixel sensor. Readout and control signals plus power are connected from the ROCs through wire-bonding to a thin and light printed circuit board glued on the back side of the pixel sensor. Just to give an example, in the CMS tracker sensors are arranged in concentric cylinders around the interaction region of the LHC beam. A sketch of this structure can be seen in Figure 1.5. The center of the tracker is at the left-bottom corner of the drawing, the horizontal axis, to which the detector has a cylindrical symmetry, points along $z$, and the vertical axis points long the radius $r$. The LHC beams are parallel to the $z$ axis [9].
Chapter 1. Electronic circuits in pixel detectors for High Energy Physics

1.1 Basics on hybrid pixel detector design

Some basic concepts which are important in order to understand the features and the design challenges of HPDs are mentioned in this part. For more detailed descriptions references that can be found in literature will be provided.

1.1.1 The Front-end electronics

The classical approach for the analog front-end of a single unit cell is made of a combination of pre-amplification circuitry and a discriminator (whose threshold can be set through a Digital-to-Analog Converter) that produces a binary output, to be read out from the digital front-end. Such a generic structure, with an optional shaping filter in addition, is shown in Figure 1.6. Details on this architectures can be found in [1].
In order to perform the analog to digital conversion of the charge information different approaches can be evaluated, i.e. the use of an Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC, individual or shared between different PUCs, with just one or more bits) or a Time Over Threshold (TOT) measurement. The key concept behind each of them can be observed in Figure 1.7. While the first is a quite generic way of achieving analog-to-digitl conversion, the latter is particularly used for HEP applications: the TOT is the time during which the signal is higher than the discriminator threshold. It can be measured using a clock signal and a digital counter.

![Figure 1.7: Comparison between charge digitization methods: ADC and TOT approaches](image)

From the Figure 1.7 it can also be observed the time-walk problem: in the analog front-end particles that deposit higher charge produces a faster response than those that produce a lower charge. The response time of the discriminator (in combination with the rising time of the pre-amplifier) is crucial in applications where the arrival time of a signal must be detected with high precision. In the case of very low-energy particles the time walk can become higher than the minimum required time resolution, causing the particle arrival to be associated to the following cycle. Compensation strategies are then needed in order to correct it. For details on the concept of response time of the discriminator the reader can refer again to [1].

### 1.1.2 Readout architectures

The readout architecture of the ASICs of HPDs depends very much on the target application. Position, time and possibly the corresponding pulse amplitude, of all hits belonging to an interaction must be usually provided in HEP. This requires a timing precision at least equal to the bunch crossing interval (25ns) for the detectors at LHC. An exhaustive description of the readout architectures is beyond the scope of this work and material on existing detectors can be found in [1] and [10]. Just an introduction
on the distinction between trigger-less and triggered architectures will be herein provided since it is a key concept to be introduced for the understanding of this work. Some experiments with low input rates allow the readout of each event to be done immediately after the interaction, while when higher rates are involved on-detector data reduction is needed in order to obtain a feasible data rate towards the Data Acquisition (DAQ). For this purpose, usually a trigger signal, that is generated by other parts of the detector (e.g. calorimeters or muon chambers), is used for selection of hits of interest. Since the delay between the time when a particle is detected and when the trigger signal is provided to the digital logic that performs the selection can be high (latency is currently in the order of around 100 interactions and will be incremented in the future detectors, see Table 1.2 in the following section), some storage logic is required and the limited buffering space available is a source of loss of hits. Also the choice on in which part of the pixel chip to locate the buffers (End Of Column (EOC), single PUC, region of certain number of PUCs) leads to different architectures. Some details on existent and planned buffering strategies to be used can be again found in Table 1.2 in the subsequent section.

1.2 State of the art and future of hybrid pixel detectors

Running detectors are all based on the hybrid approach and this is still the baseline choice for next generation pixel chips as well. Indeed, even if MAPs offer many advantages (smaller pixels, lower capacitance, less material, lower cost, etc...), hybrid detectors are still considered the most reliable way of coping with very high particle rates and fluence [11] that add additional challenges to the designers (e.g. radiation hardness requirements, need to integrate high rate logic and large buffers, cross-talk problems coming from in-pixel logic).

The LHC community tends to refer to pixel readout chips in terms of generations. The present ATLAS and CMS detectors contain the so-called 1st generation chips. 2nd generation chips have been designed and fabricated and will become operative for the so-called phase0/1 upgrades, after the end of the first Long Shutdown, that is taking place during the years 2013-2014 [12]. The longer-term plan would lead to the 3rd generation chips, that are supposed to become operative for the phase 2 upgrade, that will follow the second Long Shutdown (2017-2018). A straightforward classification of the state of
the art of hybrid pixel ASICs, taken from a seminar on the Timepix3 pixel readout chip [13], can be observed in Table 1.1.

### Table 1.1: Hybrid pixel ASICs classification [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pitch (μm)</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Technology Node</th>
<th>Buffering</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Data Rate (MHz)</th>
<th>Event Handling</th>
<th>Power Consumption (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medipix2</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>256x256</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Full frame</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32-bit CMOS DDR  @ 200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGGER</td>
<td>UMC</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>256x256</td>
<td>PC, 4, or 8</td>
<td>Full frame</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32-bit CMOS DDR  @ 200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medipix1RX</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>256x256</td>
<td>PC, 4, 6, 12 or 24</td>
<td>Full frame</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32-bit CMOS DDR  @ 200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timepix</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>256x256</td>
<td>PC, TOT or TOA</td>
<td>Full frame</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32-bit CMOS DDR  @ 200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMDPix</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35x40</td>
<td>128x128, 256x256</td>
<td>TOA and TOT</td>
<td>TOA and TOT</td>
<td>24-32</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32-bit CMOS DDR  @ 200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICPix_dem</td>
<td>TSMC</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>64x64</td>
<td>TOA and TOA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32-bit CMOS DDR  @ 200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AliceHLCb</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>50x425</td>
<td>256x32</td>
<td>2 FIFO of 8-bit BCD</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6-bit analog @ 40 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHS60 (CMS)</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>100x150</td>
<td>52x80</td>
<td>Analog</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>6-bit analog @ 40 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEI2 (ATLAS)</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>100x400</td>
<td>140x18</td>
<td>TOA and TOT</td>
<td>8-bit TDC + address</td>
<td>TDC event</td>
<td>Buffering</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEI3 (ATLAS)</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>50x250</td>
<td>338x80</td>
<td>TOA and TOT</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1-UVMs @ 31.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDCchip (NASI)</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>100x400</td>
<td>40x40</td>
<td>TOA and TOT</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>Data driven</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>4-TLM @ 3.2 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoPix (PANDA)</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>100x100</td>
<td>130x10</td>
<td>TOA and TOT</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>Data driven</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>4-TLM @ 3.2 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timepix3</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>256x256</td>
<td>PC, TOT or TOA</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>Data driven</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1-UVMs @ 66 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ValoPix</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>256x256</td>
<td>PC, TOT or TOA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0-compressed</td>
<td>Data driven</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1-UVMs @ 66 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocePix</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>16x16</td>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Full frame</td>
<td>Semi-continuous</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hybrid pixel ASICs are therein classified depending on the application: imaging, High Energy Physics with Low Rate, High Energy Physics with triggering (Triggered) or without triggering (Trigger-less), dosimetry. The target application affects significantly the design challenges and choices. For example, while buffering resources are a more a critical aspect for triggered than trigger-less architectures, since all the incoming data need to be read out in the latter case. As regards the technology node of the detectors at the state of the art, it can be noticed still in Table 1.1 that 1st generation chips like the current ATLAS and CMS chips [14, 15] are fabricated in a 250 nm technology. What can be considered the state of the art are chips under construction or at advanced design stage for ATLAS and CMS, as well as the Medipix and Timepix chips [16, 17]. As concerns the technology used, the CMS pixel upgrade is based on a modified version of the 1st generation chip in 250 nm CMOS [18], while the other examples are all 2nd generation chips in 130 nm CMOS. Between those ones it is worth to mention the FE-I4 chip being used to build the Insertable B-Layer upgrade of ATLAS [19].
1.2.1 RD53 Collaboration

Now the attention will be focused on next generation pixel chips. The Phase 2 pixel detector systems and ASICs will have to support unprecedented high hit rates (~1-2 GHz/cm²) and radiation levels. The pixel detector electronics will have to work reliably for 10 years under extremely hostile radiation conditions of up to 10 MGy and 10¹⁶ hadrons/cm². This is an unprecedented radiation level for electronics of such complexity. A large part of the required design efforts will be assigned to design and qualify front-end electronics to work reliably under such harsh radiation conditions. Besides, they are meant to achieve better resolution thanks to the use of smaller pixels and to keep power consumption the same or possibly lower. The increase in trigger latency (of a factor of ~10) combined with the growing hit rate will bring to ~100 times higher buffering requirements. A substantial increase (factor of 100) in the readout data rate will also have to be faced by future designers. A comparison of the 3rd generation chips with the state of the art can be observed in Table 1.2 for the ATLAS and CMS pixels: some parameters of crucial importance are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Current FEI3, PSI46</th>
<th>Phase 1 FEI4, PSI46DIG</th>
<th>Phase 2: HL-LHC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pixel size</td>
<td>100x150um² (CMS) 50x100um² (ATLAS)</td>
<td>100x150um² (CMS) 50x250um² (ATLAS)</td>
<td>~ 50x50um²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>2D, ~300um</td>
<td>2D+3D (ATLAS) 2D (CMS)</td>
<td>2D, 3D, Diamond, HVCMOS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip size</td>
<td>7.5x10.5mm² (ATLAS) 8x10mm² (CMS)</td>
<td>20x20mm² (ATLAS) 8x10mm² (CMS)</td>
<td>&gt; 20 x 20 mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistors</td>
<td>1.3M (CMS) 3.5M (ATLAS)</td>
<td>57M (ATLAS)</td>
<td>~1G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit rate</td>
<td>100MHz/cm²</td>
<td>400MHz/cm²</td>
<td>1-2 GHz/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger rate</td>
<td>100kHz</td>
<td>100kHz</td>
<td>200kHz - 1MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger latency</td>
<td>2.5us (ATLAS) 3.2us (CMS)</td>
<td>2.5us (ATLAS) 3.2us (CMS)</td>
<td>6 - 20us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit memory per chip</td>
<td>0.1Mb</td>
<td>1Mb</td>
<td>~16Mb (150x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readout rate</td>
<td>40Mb/s</td>
<td>320Mb/s</td>
<td>1-4Gb/s (100x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation</td>
<td>100Mrad</td>
<td>200Mrad</td>
<td>1Grad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>250nm</td>
<td>130nm (ATLAS) 250 nm (CMS)</td>
<td>65nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Digital (ATLAS) Analog (CMS)</td>
<td>Digital (ATLAS) Analog (CMS)</td>
<td>Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer location</td>
<td>EOC</td>
<td>Pixel (ATLAS) EOC (CMS)</td>
<td>In Pixel buffering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>~1/4 W/cm²</td>
<td>~1/4 W/cm²</td>
<td>1/2 - 1 W/cm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to cope with those unprecedented requirements (a detailed list can be found in [6]), that are similar for the ATLAS and CMS experiments, a new cross experiment
R&D collaboration, named RD53, that aims to develop the next generation of pixel ROCs has started. This formal collaboration involving 18 participating institutes from both ATLAS and CMS experiments is focused on the required radiation testing/qualification of the proposed Integrated Circuit (IC) technology and developing the required IC to build the next generation pixel ASIC. Large pixel chips are going to be designed and prototyped within this collaboration framework. In particular, the collaboration is focused on different subjects, for each of which a dedicated working group has been created: qualification of a technology able to survive in the harsh radiation environment, definition of a top-level architecture, development of a simulation framework, development of rad-hard Input Output (IO) cells, evaluation and design of the analog front-end, design of specific IP blocks.

As regards the pixel size, two basic ones of 50x50 $\mu$m$^2$ and 25x100 $\mu$m$^2$, that bring to the same ROC area, have been found to be the most promising compromise between significantly improved tracking performance and what can realistically be implemented in a next generation pixel readout chip and pixel sensors. This pixel size is also compatible with available bump bonding technologies. Elongated pixels (25x100 $\mu$m$^2$) can be optimal in some parts of the pixel detector (e.g. end of barrel layers with inclined tracks) and square pixels (50x50 $\mu$m$^2$) can be optimal in other parts (middle of barrel and forward disks with near perpendicular tracks). With an appropriate bump-bonding pattern the same ROC can be used for the two different pixel aspect ratios.

As concerns the technology node to be used, currently 65 nm is currently being investigated by both the CMS and ATLAS phase 2 pixel upgrade projects as baseline technology, even if it needs further testing for higher radiation levels. This technology is quite mature and long-term available in industry and thanks to the scaling process it can also guarantee the higher speed and density (the latter is vital for obtaining smaller pixels and to ensure more logic capability). Going to smaller technology nodes (e.g. 40 nm or 28 nm are existing ones) has also its drawbacks: higher costs of engineering and of Mixed-Project Wafer runs together with a higher design complexity. The 65 nm technology is therefore considered a good compromise.

As regards the object of this work, it can be collocated in the working group (WG3) that is dedicated to the development of a pixel verification and simulation framework.
for the actual optimization of the architecture of next generation pixel chips.
Chapter 2

System Description and Verification Languages

In the industrial context the increasing complexity of system-on-chips (SoCs) and time-to-market pressures, have lead to an attempt to raise the abstraction level of the description of the systems [20]. By designing at the system level, it becomes possible for hardware engineers to avoid gate-level semantics, to manage growing system complexity, to speed up simulation, to support system-level verification and possibly HW/SW co-design. All this advantages enable design productivity to increase, development costs and risks to reduce and time-to-market to accelerate.

Even in HEP applications, the evolution to new generation pixel chips leads to an increase of complexity. For this reason the community has started to look into available and appropriate languages and tools to enable simulations at both very high level and detailed gate level using well established toolkit components for all the major Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) tool suppliers [6]. A brief introduction about existent high-level design languages and tools is provided in this chapter and the motivations of the decisions that have been currently taken are described.
2.1 SystemC and Transaction Level Modeling

SystemC is defined and promoted by the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI), and has been approved by the IEEE Standards Association as IEEE 1666-2005 [21]. It has increasingly been used for system-level modeling, architectural exploration, functional verification, and high-level synthesis. It uses a set of C++ classes enabling a designer to simulate concurrent processes, each described using C++ syntax and, if needed, Object Oriented Programming (OOP) features. In certain aspects, SystemC deliberately resembles Hardware Description Languages (like VHDL and Verilog), but is more appropriate to describe it as a system-level modeling language. This language is often associated with the concept of Transaction Level Modeling (TLM). In such models, the details of communication are separated from the details of computation components. Communication is not modeled through signals resembling the HW, but by high level channels where information is passed through transactions. Details of communication and computation are hidden in a TLM and their addition is postponed to following steps of the design. This is claimed to be an approach that speeds up simulation and that allows architecture exploration to be easier and faster [22]. On the other hand, it can be observed that such models than need to be detailed in order to obtain a synthesizable description of the chip and no gate-level description can be used. So a clear design flow and appropriate synthesis design tools need to be available and proved to be effective.

Even if not excluded as a possible system description level language, it has not been chosen in the context of this work. The reason of the choice that has been made will be clarified in the following sections.

2.2 SystemVerilog

Another language that is spreading in the industry for system-level modeling is SystemVerilog (SV). Differently from SystemC, it has been developed as an extension of an established Hardware Description Language (HDL). Indeed, it has its bases on IEEE 1364-2005 Verilog Standard [23] with which many additional features (coming from SUPERLOG, C, C++ and VHDL languages, along with OVA and PSL assertions), are integrated in order to provide improved specification of design,
conciseness of expression, together with unification of design and verification. Like SystemC, SystemVerilog supports Object Oriented Programming, that adds both the possibility of obtaining high level description of systems and a new approach for verification. For this reason it is often referred as a Hardware Description and Verification Language (HDVL). What has to be underlined is that with SystemVerilog these multiple levels of description can not only co-exist, but also be developed using a unique language.

It is so clear how in the context of RD53, where this work can be collocated, for the development of a dedicated pixel verification and simulation framework (capable of simulating alternative pixel chip architectures at increasingly refined level [6]), SystemVerilog has been taken into account as a particularly valuable option.

A comparison between some fundamental capabilities of SystemC and SystemVerilog is reported in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SystemC</th>
<th>SystemVerilog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core abstraction level</td>
<td>Events and messages</td>
<td>Logic states and transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural design</td>
<td>System-level hardware view and SW programmer’s view</td>
<td>HW implementation view; DPI link to C/C++/SystemC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural verification and HW/SW co-verification</td>
<td>Cycle accurate TLM@ &gt;10,000 cps</td>
<td>Timing accurate RTL @ 1-10 cps; TLM capability; C-like extensions for algorithmic descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTL-to-gates design</td>
<td>No gate-level modeling</td>
<td>Logic synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTL-to-gates verification</td>
<td>TLM/RTL co-stimulation</td>
<td>Implementation testbench, including A&amp;B and functional coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: SystemC and SystemVerilog complementary design capabilities [8]

2.2.1 SystemVerilog for Design

A brief overview on SV capabilities when it comes to chip design will be herein provided since they have been used for the developed model of the pixel chip, as it will be described in the following parts. It is herein reminded that the design can be described at different levels (not all directly synthesizable, since just a subset of the SV constructs are):
• Gate Level (GL): describes the logic gates and the interconnections between them. It it is always synthesizable;

• Register Transfer Level(RTL): a model that describes the data flow between registers and how a design processes these data. It is normally done using synthesizable code;

• Behavioural level: a model that implements a design algorithm in high-level language, describing how a particular design should respond to a given set of inputs. It is not in general guaranteed to synthesize (this implies that the designer is aware of synthesizable SV constructs);

• TLM: this approach is intended to be used for high level system description and cannot be directly synthesized.

Among the new features, SV offers conciseness of expression achieved through the addition of coding shortcuts from C, the simplification of port expressions, and the collection of related data together. Those new capabilities have been used in the work that has been done for the description of the Design Under Test (DUT) part of this work. The main improvements when comparing it with Verilog are listed below [24]:

• extended built-in data types and enhanced ways of specifying literal values;

• user-defined and enumerated data types;

• support for array, structures and unions;

• enhancement to Verilog procedural blocks and tasks/functions;

• enhancement to Verilog procedural statements;

• enhanced modelling of Finite State Machines (FSM);

• enhanced modelling of interconnections.

It is not purpose of this work to cover all of them, and it is recommended to make reference to [24] and to the Language Reference Manual (LRM) [25]. Just the ones that have been used in this project will be summarized if needed.
2.2.2 SystemVerilog for Verification

With designs getting bigger and more complex, verification is starting to take the most part of the design effort. In industry there is furthermore a strong need to reuse existent code, to use more efficient coding constructs and to have ways to measure verification progress. In this context, SystemVerilog itself provides many features to create complete verification environments at a higher level of abstraction than what is possible to achieve with a standard HDL. This makes also possible a verification approach that goes beyond traditional simulations based on directed testing. Some of the typical features of this HDVL that distinguish it from a HDL are summarized in the list below [26]:

- constrained-random stimulus generation;
- High level structures, especially Object Oriented Programming and Transaction Level Modeling;
- multi-threading and inter-process communication (IPC);
- assertions;
- functional coverage, that measures the progress of all tests in fulfilling the verification plan requirements.

Also in this case, it is not a goal of this work to give a complete description of all of them. When needed for the understanding of the following sections details will be provided.

Directed testing is a very automatic and unobtrusive way to collect test coverage, by measuring which tests have passed and which have failed, and performing failure analysis. Even if it makes easy to measure progress, protocol specific stimulus can often require much rework under architectural changes. Another significant problem with this approach is that only defects with specific features are normally found, while the methodology does not cover unforeseen bugs. Advanced RTL verification techniques start to look into use of constrained random stimuli, that enables testing to be capable of identifying more bugs and faster. At the same time it is difficult to see what has been actually tested because the testbench is by definition randomized. Coverage driven verification is added to visibly see what is tested and what is not during this randomization process. Functional coverage has been seen to produce huge
amounts of coverage data: it can make difficult to analyze which design features belong to which coverage point. Coverage driven has for this reason some limitations that affect its usability and scalability. The newest approach is to use the so-called Metric Driven Verification that aims to use different “metrics” rather than just coverage, including: checks, assertions, software, and time-based data points. This can be achieved starting from a clear and organized verification plan, that helps to manage the wealth of data captured by all the tools involved in the execution of a verification project. It is goal of this (and of the future) work to achieve such an efficient, scalable, productive, and predictable verification process.

2.2.3 Universal Verification Methodology

On top of SV, specific verification methodologies have also been defined based on industry practices. The more recent ones are the Open Verification Methodology (OVM) and the Universal Verification Methodology (UVM), where the latter is becoming a mature standard used by a growing community. For getting started with UVM there are many available references: the UVM user guide [4] and online resources offered by industries (e.g. [27] are valuable and free ones). This book [28] can also be recommended since it provides with practical advices. Compared to standard SystemVerilog, UVM offers a set of more solid and documented base classes for all the building blocks of the environment, as it can be noticed in Figure 2.1. High configurability, highly customizable reporting features and the possibility of building reusable environments are other well-known UVM capabilities.

Components can be instantiated hierarchically and their operation is controlled through an extendable set of pre-defined phases that are executed in a strict order. These phases are potentially many, but the most relevant ones (that have been mostly frequently used) are the following:

- an initial build_phase(), used to construct various components and configure them;
- a connect_phase(), during which the components are linked one to the other;
- the actual run_phase(), when the parallel simulation of all the components takes place;
Figure 2.1: Partial UVM class library [4].

- the *report_phase()* function, finally used for reporting the pass/fail status and for eventually dumping the result of analysis performed in the environment.

Potentially the run phase itself could be furthermore divided in a quite long list of different phases, that are reported in the UVM Class Reference [29], but the use of those is not recommended for re-usability [28] since it is not a well-established approach and it is likely to change in the future.

From the experience gained working on this thesis, it can be reported that the initial learning phase of the UVM coding constructs has been rewarded by the pre-existent features offered by the methodology, as it has been partially introduced. Indeed, as an initial step in this work just self-defined SV classes had been used when building the environment (some examples of such components can be found in the last chapters of [26]), but they have clearly much less evolved features and they simplify much less the task of building a very configurable and generic environment if compared with the UVM ones. For those reasons it has been decided to adopt this advanced methodology in this work.

The description of the role of the different UVM components will not be herein provided, apart from what will be described in the context of the environment description. What is anyway worth to be highlighted is the UVM capability of performing different
tests on a certain DUT reusing a unique verification environment for all of them. The test case-specific code is kept separate from the testbench and it is the code intended to be used by verification engineers that have not been developing the environment itself and may not know the details on how it has been designed. This aspect is of fundamental importance in industry where the team of “test-writers” engineers can be separate from the people that design the environment, but also in the context of a collaboration between multiple experiments and institutes like RD53.
Chapter 3

Evaluation of software tools

Every valid methodology requires the existence of tools capable of dealing with problems of growing complexity in a shorter time. For this reason, the Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools have evolved during the years from simple simulators to complex frameworks capable of guiding the designer also in high-level choices \[20\].

As concerns the design verification role, SystemVerilog and UVM are widely used in industry and the largest EDA vendors have incorporated it into their mixed language HDL simulators. The three main and EDA vendors are:

- Cadence, with the simulation tool Cadence Incisive \[30\];
- METHOR Graphics, whose HDL simulator is Questa/Modelsim \[31\];
- Synopsys, with the tool Synopsys VCD \[32\].

After an initial period during which the different vendors were proposing different verification methodologies, the birth of UVM has finally brought to a unique (and possibly compatible) framework.

It has to be reported that while working on the definition of the verification environment in some cases significant simulation speed problems have been hit. For this reason, before going on with the design of the simulation framework an initial study on scalability and also an evaluation of some commercial simulation tools has been performed. Some details on this study are reported in the sections of this chapter. It is anyway highlighted that the tool mainly used for this thesis has been Cadence Incisive, since it was the software more easily available in the context of the work.
3.1 Preliminary study on scalability

As anticipated, while developing the first versions of the verification environment significant simulation time issues have been hit. It is not purpose of this chapter to describe them in details, since just the latest version of the environment will be presented in chapter 5. A quick overview on the problems that have been encountered will be anyway given in order to understand their entity and to introduce the expediences used to analyse and possibly solve them. The initial simulation had been run with a very preliminary and partial version of the environment, shown in Figure 3.1 which will not be described here. Its overall architecture should anyway become quite clear after the reading of the dedicated chapter.

![Image of initial structure of the Verification Environment](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Initial (and partial) structure of the Verification Environment used for study on scalability

While starting to build the environment the first very simple approach used to generate random hits to be sent to the pixel chip was the following:

- every bunch crossing cycle a complete bi-dimensional matrix (since 1024x256 is an option mentioned in [6] this size has been used), with a correspondence 1:1 between the elements of the array and the pixels of the chip;
- the whole array has been randomized with a constrained probability of being hit.
Table 3.1: Simulation time results obtained from the initial version of the environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of bunch crossing cycles</th>
<th>Simulation time</th>
<th>CPU usage</th>
<th>Memory usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>143.0s (~2min30s)</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1134.4M total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>12217.1s (~3h30min)</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>1134.4M total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulations with such a simple generation approach have been run with:

- DUT not actually instantiated in the simulation (further development was at the time still needed)
- All debug messages turned off since it has been observed that they cause simulation time to increase significantly

In order to study simulation performance a tool used in IC design for this purpose has been used, i.e. the so-called profiler. In particular, Cadence HDL simulator contains a utility that generates an output file with information that can guide users in understanding and possibly optimizing the environment, also improving simulation performance. The profiler internally keeps track of the number of what are called “hits” in the running activities: this is a quantity that approximates the amount of CPU time spent in each of them. In particular, Cadence also offers the possibility of running a profiler specifically designed to be used with UVM environments. This is the Incisive Advanced Profiler, that has been herein used, as in other steps of the design, each time it was considered useful.

Some simulation time results have been reported in Table 3.1, highlighting the number of BX cycle being run, the total simulation time needed, the CPU and memory usage. It has to be said that these results were obtained already after some optimization of the code done thanks to the profiler analysis.

The analysis performed with the profiler has shown that the use of resources was mainly due to randomization of the bi-dimensional array made of around 256K pixels. If still sustainable when simulating small models of the chip, such performance is not acceptable when running only a subset of the environment, i.e. the stimuli generator. For this reason it was planned to change the approach used for hit generation to a higher level one, that would have not required to randomize every single element of the matrix. This high level strategy will be presented in chapter 6.
3.1.1 SystemVerilog arrays

When it comes to optimizing performance of the environment for scalability, an essential aspect that needs to be taken into account is the how data are represented in the framework. To this end, SystemVerilog adds several enhancements to Verilog for representing large amounts of data [25]. The Verilog array construct has been extended and other ways of representing collections of variables have been introduced. Classic verilog arrays hold a fixed number of equally-sized data elements. Arrays can be classified as fixed-sized arrays (or static arrays) whose size cannot change once their declaration is done, or dynamic arrays, which can be re-sized. In addition to them, other “special” dynamic arrays like queues and associative arrays have been introduced in SystemVerilog in order to achieve an optimized managing of storage resources in different situations. It is important to underline that all dynamic arrays are not synthesizable, and are mainly intended to be used for verification or for a high level modelling of the design for initial studies, that will then need to be described through synthesizable blocks when the architecture of the design will be defined. Among the dynamic arrays, in this work the queue and associative array constructs have been used. The first one enables the simulator to automatically perform a run-time managing of space allocation, while for dynamic arrays an explicit variation of the array dimension needs to be performed. This way of storing data is particularly useful when the dimension of the array continuously grows and shrinks during the simulation. Queues can be used to model a last in, first out buffer or first in, first out buffer and they support insertion and deletion of elements from random locations using an index. Queue elements are by the way stored in contiguous locations, so it is efficient to push and pop elements from the front and back, like it is required for a First In First Out (FIFO) buffer. Adding and deleting elements in the middle of the queue requires shifting the existing ones to make room. In this case the time need grows linearly with the size of the queue [26].

As concerns the associative arrays, they are meant to be used while entries are stored in a very large but sparse matrix, were most of the elements do not actually need to be written or accessed at a single time. In this case allocating, initializing and possibly randomizing all the elements of such an array for every clock cycle of the simulation would just waste resources, as has already been shown (static arrays were being used when generating the simulation results presented in 3.1). For this reason, as it will be
presented later, such a data structure has been used in this work for the generation and randomization process.

### 3.2 Study of commercial simulation tools performance

Since the framework that will be developed is intended to be used to verify and simulate very wide matrices of pixel chips, potentially described also at gate level, the feasibility of a detailed simulation and its performance are clearly between the main issues that need to be taken into account from the very beginning.

To this end, a study has been carried out using an available designed pixel chip provided by ATLAS in the context of the collaboration. The pixel chip is FEI4\[19\], already mentioned as one of the most relevant examples of existent chips for the future upgrades. In particular, the version B of it has been simulated. The use of such a complete design was necessary in order to obtain meaningful results on performance. The entire architecture of the DUT is reported in Figure 3.2, where also the full chip size of 336x80 pixels organized in 336 rows and 40 double columns can be observed.

The verilog description of the different modules of such a DUT has been provided at two abstraction levels: Gate level and RTL. Unfortunately those where not available in a double version for all of them, not enabling the comparison to be completely effective. So what has been actually simulated is:

- a mainly RTL description: the approach used has been to first compile the gate level description and then override most of the modules with a behavioural description;
- a mainly GL description: the only exception made for the Phase Locked Loop and Double Digital Column modules.

An already fully developed and very DUT-specific Verification Environment based on OVM has also been made available for those initial studies. Between the different simulators that a reasonable option for such applications, it has been possible to use have *Cadence Incisive* and *Modelsim/Questa* to obtain more significant results.
3.2.1 Design flow

The design flow offered by the two vendors are clearly similar, even if not identical. The main steps that required for the simulation can be considered anyway three: compilation, elaboration/generation of the design hierarchy and actual simulation.

The “setup” of the tools that has been done in this particular context is herein highlighted.

The design flow used for simulations with Incisive Cadence is the following:

1. initial compilation of project libraries;

2. Multi-Snapshot Incremental Elaboration (MSIE) has been performed. With Cadence software, elaboration is the step which creates the simulatable model of the complete design and testbench environment called Snapshot. Such a step can
turn out to be heavy and lengthy, as the complexity and size of the SoCs increases. It is particularly undesired when performing minor changes in the snapshot requires re-elaboration of complete DUT and environment. Using MSIE it is useful not only at the design level (to separate the part of the design that is stable from the one that is intended to change often), but also for verification engineers, since it allows them to avoid to re-elaborate the whole complex DUT model each time the testbench is modified. What is performed in this work is:

- a primary snapshot is generated considering only the top-level DUT;
- a secondary snapshot with the whole class-based Verification Environment.

It is then combined by the tool with the primary snapshot(s) for execution: in this way rebuilding the whole environment is extremely fast when change happens to incremental portion of the code;

3. actual simulation.

The difference between the flow used for the first run (when also the first snapshot needs to be generated) and the following ones is shown in Figure respectively in 3.3 (a) and Figure 3.3 (b).

Another aspect that is characteristic of the simulator used concerns the optimization, performed automatically by the tool if it is not differently indicated through command options. In this work no optimization made by the tool has been turned off.

In the case of Questa/ModelSim, the user can intervene more the optimization process using dedicated arguments. Optimization options have been specified through simulation commands. As regards the simulations performed with the tool of this vendor, it has been chosen an optimized two-step Flow (due to pre-existent scripts that have been made available), whose main steps are shown in Figure 3.4 and herein summarized:

1. Initial compilation of project libraries (modules can keep gate level description or can be overwritten using RTL);

2. Simulation phase, that can be in turn divided into two steps:

   - the loading of compiled design units from their libraries and generation of optimized code (a new top level is generated);
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Figure 3.3: Multi Snapshot Incremental Elaboration flow: comparison between the first run (a) and the following ones (b).

Figure 3.4: Flow diagram of the optimized two-step modelsim flow.
• actual simulation of the optimized code.

Other settings that have been done for the simulation and that need to be highlighted before presenting the results of the study are the following:

• simulations have been run on different machines, but with close performance (on the processor and the BogoMips indicator details will be provided);

• simulation have not be run granting access to all the signals (/nets/ports/cells..), but only to a subset of them that had been considered of interest by the designers of the chip;

• no Standard Delay Format (SDF) annotation of the timing delays has been performed. Such a file normally includes path delays, timing constraint values, interconnect delays and high level technology parameters;

• simulations have been performed in a single-threaded fashion, without running them in multiple cores since such an option was not available for both the vendors.

The results of the test on performance have been quite comforting. Both the tools used have demonstrated to be capable of dealing with a full pixel-chip (of 336x80 pixels) without hitting insurmountable compilation or simulation time problems. This has been both possible with the (partially) gate level and RTL descriptions of the chip. The use of memory observed while running them has also been encouraging. More detailed results are reported in Table 3.2 clearly without giving details on which vendor assures certain performances. This is also motivated by the fact that simulation time can be potentially affected a lot by the settings done by the user, so even if (as presented) in this context it has been tried to keep the comparison “fair enough”, it is not excluded that more experienced designers could use different settings of the parameters to obtain different and possibly better performance for one vendor or for the other. To explain slightly more in detail what is presented in Table 3.2 it can be noticed that the machine used for testing both the simulation tools coming from different vendors is reported, together with the compilation, elaboration and simulation time observed for both the Gate level and Register Transfer Level (RTL) description of the DUT. Simulations have been run at steps of 80 µs. Finally, when it has been possible to obtain them, also indications on memory usage have been reported.
As a conclusion of this preliminary work, it can be said that it has encouraged to keep using the tools that had been chosen without necessarily considering different (and maybe more high-level) ones. It is anyway important to highlight that the chip simulated was smaller that the one that is planned to build and that the environment used was anyway DUT-specific and may not had some advanced features and analysis capabilities that one may want to obtain for a more generic framework. To this end, it is good practice every time a decision on how to proceed is made, to always consider its impact on simulation time and memory usage.
Chapter 4

Design under test: description of the system

Before presenting the work that has been done in the verification environment, it is important to introduce the architecture that is supposed to be simulated at the system level. It should be clear that, as it often happens in the industry, the design of the chip and of the verification environment are being carried out in parallel in the context of RD53 collaboration. Moreover, the simulation framework itself is supposed to be used as a design tool to optimize the architecture of the future pixel chip, and to then verify it up to the final versions of the design. A common pixel chip architecture, that is fully digital after the basic threshold detection and charge digitization in the analogue pixel cell, has been defined: the block diagram of its hierarchical organization is shown in Figure 4.1. It can be noticed how pixels are grouped in regions, how columns are made of a replication of regions and how several columns form a full matrix.

Digital hit processing including the critical trigger latency buffer is implemented within the pixel array in local pixel regions followed by data merging, data formatting and readout after the first level trigger accept. As it can be seen, the hit information is supposed to be stored locally at the different stages of the data readout. It is of primary importance to optimize such a storage through the use of shared buffers in order to achieve compact circuitry and low power. Indeed, storing information from multiple hits from the same cluster together translates into significant savings in required storage.
resources [6]. On this topic also preliminary statistical studies have been done and the most convenient Pixel Region (PR) shapes and sizes to adopt in the design of next generation pixel chips have been considered without taking into account implementation related issues (e.g. routing, occupation of area, power consumption). This study [33] has been carried out with simple assumptions on the shapes of clustered hits, as it will be described in Chapter [7]. Such statistical analysis needed to be cross-checked with simulation results, performed starting from initial architectures of the pixel chip that could be afterwards optimized. Some preliminary results obtained using VEPIX53 will be also presented in [7]. Also considerations on the layout of the analog part would anyway play a separate but fundamental role in the choice [6]. It has to be highlighted that my personal activity has not been focused on the design of the hierarchical pixel chip architecture. My main contribution has been on the definition of a behavioural model for a single PUC. For this reason, a section will be dedicated to this part, while the complete architectures being simulated will be described at a higher level in the subsequent sections.

**Figure 4.1:** Pixel chip hierarchical organization [6].
4.1 Development of a model for the Pixel Unit Cell

Since the purpose of the framework is to be capable of simulating different kind of architectures, it has also been chosen to start with an interface from the framework to the chip as generic as possible, so no assumptions have been done on how the analog-to-digital conversion is performed in each PUC. As it has been mentioned in subsection 1.1.1 on the Front-End electronics, possible options are ADCs (independent or shared) or a TOT converter. For this reason the input of the single PUC has been considered as an “analog” amplitude, being in particular represented as a SystemVerilog real data type, i.e. a double precision floating-point type (correspondent to C double). This choice, even if not really of fundamental importance at the early stage of the design, has been taken because the use of such a data type is advised for modeling analog signals in SystemVerilog when Mixed-Signal simulations of the complete architecture are performed. Real Number Modeling (RNM) turns out indeed to be a new “trend” when it comes to modeling analog signals (i.e. current, voltage), with an acceptable level of accuracy, in a digital domain, where analog modules are simulated through a behavioural description, in order to allow designers to perform system simulations making only use of the digital solver: for big and complex designs this is claimed to assure the best trade off between simulation speed and accuracy [34].

A simple block diagram of the PUC that has been developed can be seen in Figure 4.2. As previously stated, it can be noticed how the main input to such a cell is the “analog” value representing the amplitude of an hit.

![Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the pixel unit cell.](image-url)
As concerns its architecture, a TOT-based one has been taken into account. In particular, the single PUC is composed of:

- a simple TOT converter module which abstracts the behavior of the analog front-end;
- the actual digital part of the cell, that outputs information on the Time Of Arrival (TOA) of the hit (corresponding to the bunch crossing cycle when it has been detected) and on its amplitude, represented by the Time Over Threshold (TOT).

As regards the TOT converter, it is a very simple model that is meant to produce a binary output \( \text{discr}_\text{out} \) whose value is high for a number of clock cycles equal to the “amplitude” of the analog hit. A timing diagram of this module is reported in Figure 4.3 in correspondence of an incoming hit. A limitation that is intrinsically part of such an “analog” front-end is the dead time due to the TOT accumulation. Indeed, while the discriminator output is high the pixel unit is practically blind if new particle arrive. Depending on the actual implementation of the analog section, their charge could be just neglected or accumulated to the previous one causing a higher energy hit to be observed. It can be noticed in the timing diagram the presence of two internal flag signals that are also probed to inform the Verification Environment about the deadtime of the PUC. It can be in particular seen how the number of clock cycles that follow the detection of the hit (but are still needed to measure the TOT) are marked by the \( TOT_{\text{conv}}_{\text{busy}} \) signal.

Figure 4.3: Timing diagram of the TOT converter.
high. At the same time, it has been chosen to avoid starting to measure a new incoming hit TOT during the fixed time during which the PUC is busy in digitally processing the previous one. Such a time is identified as \textit{DUT\_busy}. Even if it would be interesting to obtain more sophisticated simulations in the future, in this version no precise conversion from a “charge” deposited in a sensor to the TOT measured in the different PUCs is done, and simply the TOT value is being passed as the amplitude. When needed, this module could be modified in order to obtain a more sophisticated model of the analog block. A hardware limitation that has instead already partially modeled from a “digital point of view” has been the already mentioned timewalk. Instead of actually modeling a slow response of a discriminator module, what has been done is the following: for hits whose amplitude is lower than a certain parameterized threshold, this causes the binary discriminator output to be raised at the subsequent (and so wrong) bunch crossing cycle. Anyway, since the study of the limitations of the front-end is not the primary focus at the early stages of the design, for the initial simulations such a threshold has been fixed to zero.

4.1.1 Digital PUC: use of SystemVerilog constructs

The architecture of this basic module will be presented together with timing diagrams obtained with Incisive Cadence, with the aim to focus on the SystemVerilog features that have been used and that are meant to improve the digital design with respect to Verilog approach.

The block diagram of this module is displayed in Figure 4.4. Before going further in the description, it is pointed out that for the actual digital part all the inputs and outputs have been defined with the SystemVerilog 4-state data type \textit{logic}. The Verilog language uses the \textit{reg} type as a general purpose variable for modelling hardware behaviour. It is known to be a misnomer since it reminds the association to a “register”, while there is no correlation between this variable and the kind of hardware inferred (combinational or sequential logic). SystemVerilog uses the more intuitive \textit{logic} keyword to indicates indicating that the signal can have 4-state values (and can be used with both \textit{wire} and \textit{var} types, even if it is a \textit{var} if not differently specified). A \textit{logic} signal can be used anywhere a \textit{wire} is used, except that a \textit{logic} variable cannot be driven by multiple structural drivers (this is done in order to prevent design errors). Rather than trying to choose between \textit{reg} (variable) and \textit{wire} it is a recommended approach \cite{24} to declare
all signals as logic at a first time, and check if compilation errors are produced for the presence of multiple drivers: if it was expected, one can change it into \textit{wire} only where it is actually necessary. This is the reason why the \textit{logic} variable has been used mainly for the design.

![Diagram of the PUC](image)

\textbf{Figure 4.4:} Block diagram of the digital part of a PUC.

The digital PUC contains the following sub-modules:

- Synchronization logic, which takes care of the synchronization with the 40 MHz input clock;
- Pixel configuration register, which is a rudimental description of the configuration block inside the pixel;
- Pixel core, which gathers both the control logic and the hit processing logic. It is in turn composed of some sub-modules:
  - a 16-bit TOA register, which synchronously loads the value taken as a parallel input from the external reference counter (resolution: 25 ns) and outputs it in a parallel fashion;
  - a 16-bit counter with parallel output, the function of which is to measure the Time Over Threshold;
  - a Finite State Machine (FSM) which represents the control logic of the pixel.

The synchronization logic is basically made of a D-flip flop that transforms the synchronous or asynchronous signal coming out from the discriminator in the synchronous output, meant to be sent to pixel core. This is clearly visible from Figure
As concerns the pixel configuration register, since it is not a priority for architectural studies, just a support for the pixel mask bit has been included as a basic functionality. In the timing diagram present in Figure 4.6 two subsequent loadings of the mask register are shown: the value passed from \texttt{mask} in (respectively 1 and 0) is copied in the register (see \texttt{mask} out) at the clock rising edge. When the value of the mask bit is 1 every hit coming from the discriminator output is not detected by the synchronization logic, as shown on the last two signals in grey. As regards the sub-modules of the pixel core, it has been mentioned the presence of a register for the TOA and a counter for measuring the TOT. The timing diagram of the former is shown in Figure 4.7, while the latter is reported in Figure 4.8. The behaviour of the TOA register that can be noticed from the simulation is the following: when the load input is active (in correspondence of an incoming hit) the value of the parallel input (provided from an external counter present in the End Of Column) is loaded into the register, providing an absolute TOA measurement, that is initially stored and then sent out from the PUC.
Figure 4.8: Timing diagram of the TOT counter.

From the timing diagram concerning the TOT counter, it is evident how it starts increasing the count value progressively when the enable input is asserted, i.e. for the time during which a hit is seen as an input to the PUC. This module can also be synchronously reset and cleared acting respectively on the reset (active low) and clear input (active high). Even if their effect on the counter is the same, these two signals have been kept separated in order to distinguish the clear needed enable a new counting to start from the general reset of the whole PUC.

As far as the modelling of FSMs is concerned, the consistency of how different software tools interpret the Verilog models can be increased thanks to SystemVerilog. The main SystemVerilog features used to achieve this goal are:

- using enumerated types for modelling FSMs;
- using enumerated types with FSM case statements;
- using always_comb with FSM case statements.

Normally what is used to code a FSM is a three procedural block modelling style: one is used to increment the state machine to the next state, one to determine the next state and the last to set the output values. By using enumerated types, one can assure (and check) that the possible values assumed by the state are only the possible ones listed. Additional use of the unique/priority case statements instructs the tool on how to interpret a case statement. Verilog case/casex/casez statements allow designers to select one branch of logic among multiple choices. For example they can be used inside an always_comb block that is intended to behave in a different way depending on the current state of a FSM. In Verilog standard it is defined that the case selection has to be evaluated in the order in which they are listed. This normally implies that the compiler has to optimize with some additional logic in order to reach the priority encoding,
SystemVerilog introduces special *unique* and *priority* modifiers to be put before the case statements in order to directly specify whether a priority is needed or not in the selection. A *unique case* asserts that there are no overlapping *case* items and hence that it is safe for them to be evaluated in parallel, while a *priority* one acts only on first match, implying a selection with priority. In the combinatorial processes of the FSM of the project (for next state and outputs update), *unique case* statements have been used since no priority scheme was required. The defined FSM is quite simple, it has just three possible states that are summarily described in the following:

- **IDLE** (00), i.e. the initial state, where both the TOA register and TOT counter are cleared;

- **COUNTING** (01), to which the FSM passes when the discriminator output signal goes high (the rising edge of this signal is detected by an internal edge generator that rises a \( r_{edge} \) pulse). In this state the TOA register and TOT counter are enabled to perform their respective measurements;

- **READY** (10), final state which signals the conclusion of the operations and allows the FSM to go back to the IDLE state when \( ack \) is asserted from the higher level logic. During such a state the content of the single PUC gets written into the independent PUC or PR buffer (depending on the architecture).

![Figure 4.9: Timing diagram of the TOT counter.](image)

A simplified state diagram and a timing diagram of the state evolution when a hit is received are also reported respectively in Figure 4.9 and 4.10.
The actual description of the presented modules has not be done at the gate level, but at a more concise (but synthesizable) level. When dealing with sequential and combinational logic in the description of the design, the specific SystemVerilog always processes have been used. Indeed, while in pure Verilog it was a common mistake to use an always block to model combinational logic and to forget an else (leading to an unintended latch), SystemVerilog has added specialized always_comb, always_latch and always_ff blocks, which indicate design intent to simulation, synthesis and formal verification tools. Always_comb is for the specification of combinational logic. Synthesis tools can check that the hardware synthesized from the block does not contain any sequential elements. Additionally, the sensitivity list for an always_comb block is calculated by tools rather than by the user, ensuring that simulation will behave closely with the synthesized result. Always_latch is another form of always block designed to express latch logic (it also determines its sensitivity list automatically). The always_ff block was added to ensure that the hardware being described contains a flip-flop. These blocks also limit the block to a single activation expression, so that an implicit state machine will not be inferred. Additional explanations on this topic can be found in [25].

When dealing with design hierarchy issues, SystemVerilog offers some shortcuts to make the code lighter and more readable. A simple (but useful) feature is the possibility of specifying an ending name for modules and any kind of block (tasks, functions, loops...): this is a good coding style that makes it easier to identify and separate the different parts. When connecting ports of different modules that are instantiated inside another, one can normally do it either connecting them by name or by order: the first way is clearer but quite verbose, while the second one can easily lead to some errors. A nice (and fast)
solution is possible with SystemVerilog: the dot-star “.*” connection can be used together with a connection by name: that means that all the ports that have the same name get automatically connected without listing them in the module instantiation, while the ones that have different names in different modules can be specified by name to avoid mistakes. Even if dealing with small and simple modules, this approach has been extensively used in the design hierarchy of the project.

The simulation output of such a PUC is reported in Figure 4.11. The two different parts, i.e. the TOT converter and the digital PUC can be distinguished since the correspondent signal names are shown in different colors, respectively green and orange. It is therein shown that when a hit whose amplitude (analog_hit) is 8 is received, the detection takes place and the discriminator output (discr_out) is kept high for an equal number of bunch crossing cycles. In the digital part instead, at the rising edge of the clock after the discr_out signal has been asserted, the value of the external counter (ext_count_in) is copied in the TOA register and immediately available at the output though the parallel_out, while the TOT counter starts counting and stops only when the discriminator output goes low again. At that point the counter informs the higher level logic that it is ready (cnt_ready) and only after the arrival of the read_pixel signal both the TOA register and the TOT counter are reset. The time when a new hit can be received is highlighted by the marker.

**Figure 4.11:** Timing diagram of a single PUC (both TOT converter and digital front-end).
4.2 System architecture

With the aim of optimizing the pixel chip architecture, some preliminary models have been designed in the context of the collaboration. It is once more reminded that such a design has not be directly subject of my work, but it is herein reported as a description of the DUT used in the simulation and verification environment. Initially, the focus has mainly been put on obtaining an efficient use of the buffering resources that will be likely located in the pixel region for the 3rd generation. At the time of writing, two different architectures have been taken into account in order to investigate how one can better profit from the use of logic shared within the pixel region. For this purpose the first models of the DUT that have been taken into account do not contain a whole pixel chip matrix but just a group of pixel unit cells (PUCs), i.e. a pixel region (PR), of parameterized size. The general structure of the simulated pixel chip is shown in 4.12. It can be noticed as just one PR is so far instantiated, but also that column arbitration logic is already present at the end of column.

![Block diagram of the pixel chip architecture.](image)

In the current status of the work a behavioural and non directly synthesizable description of the DUT has been used, since at this stage of the design is more reasonable to aim to use models that are described in a simple (and generic) fashion that can be easily studied, understood and simulated in less time instead of directly start from complex and elaborated architectures. For all the architectures the starting point for the model of a
single PUC has been the one described in the previous section, even if some modifications have been done to adopt it for the second architecture.

### 4.2.1 Independent pixels architecture

The very first architecture taken into account has been one where the different PUCs can be basically considered as independent. In order to use it for comparison with more complex schemes, this architecture has been developed as the simplest possible. Its block diagram can be observed in Figure 4.13.

![Figure 4.13: Block diagram of a PR containing independent PUC buffers.](image)

The main functions defined for the pixel region can be summarized in the following:

- conversion of the amplitude value of a hit into discriminator output for each PUC in the matrix;
- computation of hit time of arrival TOA and amplitude TOT separate for each PUC in the matrix;
- storage of incoming hits in the so-called pixel region buffer;
- trigger selection of hits depending on the input trigger signal (performed by the trigger matching logic);
- a derandomizing FIFO to send data from the PR to the column bus.

From the block diagram in Figure 4.13 also the main input and outputs of such a model can be noticed. As regards the inputs, an “analog” hit signal is sent to each
PUC in the PR, a parallel signal coming from an external counter is used to perform the TOA measurement and a yes-no trigger signal is provided to the trigger matching logic. As concerns the outputs, the only physical one is represented by the output of the derandomizing FIFO, that gathers the hit information for each PUC, as it will be more precisely reported. It can be highlighted that, although the code used to describe the pixel chip uses some non-synthesizable constructs, the description has not been completely decoupled from implementation, since the logical function of each block is defined. The main non-synthesizable structure that is being used is the so-called SystemVerilog queue, used to implement both the buffer and the derandomizing FIFO.

As already mentioned in the previous subsection 3.1.1, when the dimension of the array is expected to grow and shrink during the simulation it is advised use of such a structure for handling memory allocation. In this application buffer occupancy is a parameter that needs to be investigated in order to understand the number of buffering location required to keep the overflow probability of such a buffer under a certain value, since such an overflow translates in hit loss. The maximum width of a queue can potentially be unspecified, but in this case an upper bound has been fixed through a dedicated and settable parameter. When the interest is to study (potentially) all the possible values for buffer depths, the approach is simply to use a very high value that is never reached during the simulation. Some details are provided regarding the organization of the pixel region buffer. Even if represented as a unique block, it is in reality made of a buffer for each PUC and they work completely independently one from the other. To be more precise, each PUC has a dedicated FSM that controls the writing into the PUC buffer and also the output of the single PUCs can be all read in parallel at the same time. The structure of the packets that are written on such a buffer is shown in Figure 4.14.

![Figure 4.14: Structure of the hit packets contained in the PR buffer for the independent pixel architecture.](image)

It can be noticed as both the TOA and the TOT of the hits are separately stored by each PUC in a totally independent fashion. As can be seen, the number of unit cells is parameterized in a bi-dimensional fashion, reproducing the physical matrix structure.
4.2.2 Zero-suppressed FIFO architecture

In order to study the advantages that a shared pixel region architecture brings in terms of saving storage resources, another model of the DUT has been developed in the context of the simulation working group of the RD53 collaboration. It can be said that from a functional point of view, such a module performs the same operations of the previous architecture. In order to be more precise, a block diagram of the pixel region architecture is reported in Figure 4.15 and the main functionalities of the PR are listed below, highlighting the differences with the previous model:

- conversion of the amplitude value of a hit into discriminator output for each PUC in the matrix;

- computation of hit amplitude TOT is separate for each PUC in the matrix, while for the TOA it is shared;

- the storage of incoming hits in a single and shared pixel region buffer and the access to the buffer is arbitrated by the “write logic” block;

- trigger selection of hits depending on the input trigger signal (performed by the trigger matching logic);

- a derandomizing FIFO to send data from the PR to the column logic.

![Figure 4.15: Structure of the hit packets contained in the PR buffer for the zero-suppressed FIFO architecture.](image-url)
As for the previous model, the hardware description level is non-synthesizable mainly because of the use of SystemVerilog queues. In Figure 4.15 it can be noticed how the inputs and outputs of the block diagram are, as for the previous case, the hit signals, the trigger, the signal of an external counter and the data output. Clearly the latter is in this case organized in a different fashion with respect to the independent PUCs architecture: for a straightforward comparison in terms of the hit packet being stored in the buffer (and then sent out to the column logic) one can refer to Figure 4.16. It is shown as a single location of the buffer contains a packet where the TOA measured value is shared between all the PUCs in the pixel region while just the TOT value is measured independently to maintain the spatial resolution of the measurement. Together with the TOT, in Figure 4.16 also a potential hit map bit is represented: it is, at least theoretically speaking, meant to be used to distinguish whether which PUC has been hit (hit map value equal to 1) and which not (hit map value equal to 0). This approach is anyway redundant, and it is likely to be substituted with the storage of just the TOT values, where a hit map value equal to zero is simply represented by a TOT value of zero. Further compression may be reached with more evolved schemes.

![Figure 4.16: Structure of the hit packets contained in the PR buffer for the zero-suppressed FIFO architecture.](image)
Chapter 5

UVM simulation and verification framework: VEPIX53

The first version of the simulation and verification framework for the RD53 collaboration has been developed [35]. With obvious reference to the context in which it is collocated, it has been named VEPIX53. Such an environment is a preliminary version of the final one. As stated in the RD53 Proposal itself [6], the goals of such a platform are:

- to be capable of simulating alternative pixel chip architectures;
- to enable designers to simulate and verify pixel chip architectures at increasingly refined level as design progresses;
- to perform automated verification functions;
- to be capable of dealing with different kinds of data sets:
  - realistic (and extreme) pixel hits and triggers (to be generated within the framework itself);
  - particle hits from external full detector/experiment Monte Carlo and/or detailed sensor simulations (to be imported in the framework);
  - mixed data (external and generated in the framework).
The final goal of the simulation working group is therefore to obtain a framework that provides all the features shown in the one in the block diagram in Figure 5.1. It can be therein noticed as some master timing should be capable of controlling the generation of the hits (e.g. random, tracks and Montecarlo data) and of the trigger signal. The generation of the signals needed to configure the pixel chip should also be provided, as long as a high level control/sequencer in order to decide how to inject such stimuli to the pixel chip. Also, it should be capable of reading the pixel chip outputs (readout interface), to compare them with the ones generated by the reference model and to finally produce information on errors/warnings together with performance indicators.

As a last point, the possibility of performing directed tests should also still be an option in order to check possible expected bugs of the design, even when using such a complex and automated framework. As it has been already highlighted, the HDVL chosen for

\[\text{Figure 5.1: Block diagram of a dedicated simulation and verification framework for next generation pixel chips.}\]

such a framework is SystemVerilog. It has been also made use of the UVM library for the sake of standardization and re-usability.

Not all the features have currently been developed, but a working “engine” to use for preliminary architecture studies and will be presented in this chapter.

In the remainder of this work it will be highlighted what has mainly been developed without my personal contribution.
5.1 Overall architecture of the simulation and verification framework

The block diagram of the overall simulation and verification framework (VEPIX53) is reported in Fig. 5.2. Two main parts can be distinguished in such an architecture:

1. the DUT, its interfaces to the environment and a generator for fundamental signals (i.e., clock and reset) on the bottom, highlighted by the use of an orange colour and wrapped by the Pixel Chip Harness module;

2. the actual simulation and verification environment (top env) whose blocks are represented with a blue colour.

A major difference between the two parts has to be highlighted: while the first is described in a standard Verilog module-based fashion (even if SystemVerilog constructs are used), the verification part is described at a higher level, the so-called transaction level, using the capabilities of OOP. This means that the components that are shown in Fig. 5.2 are specific instances of classes. To be more precise, in a UVM environment with
different types of instances of classes can be distinguished (see Figure 2.1 for identifying them in the UVM library):

- classes that are directly inherited from \texttt{uvm\_objects} are actually dynamic and continuously allocated and deallocated during the simulation. An example of such objects are the \texttt{uvm\_sequence\_items}, i.e. the transactions that are passed between the channels of the different components to allow them to communicate.

- \texttt{uvm\_components} are instances that can be considered quasi-static. Even if they are also instances of classes, that need to be built in the UVM \texttt{build\_phase()}, they are “stable” and cannot in general be removed from the environment during a single simulation. Such components provide some additional capabilities, e.g. phasing and execution control, hierarchy information functions, configuration methods, factory methods, hierarchical reporting control [28].

As concerns the \textit{Pixel Chip Harness} it should be reminded that the description of the DUT has been performed by using a time-based and behavioral description. Even if different levels are also being considered (e.g. a TLM description) at the time of writing the framework is not capable of interfacing all the different verification components with them. That means that some additional work needs to be performed to achieve better flexibility and generality. To conclude the overview of the block diagram, it can be noticed the presence of some interfaces (\textit{Pixel Chip Interfaces}) between the chip and the verification environment. Such modules can be considered the “link” between the module-based and the class-based worlds. It can also be observed that an “environment” (\textit{env}) has been defined for generating input and/or reading the outputs of each one of the pixel chip interfaces. While the DUT architecture has been exhaustively presented in the Chapter 4, further details on the verification components and on the interfaces to the chip will be provided in the following sections and subsections.

\section*{5.1.1 Interfaces}

Just to provide a brief introduction on SystemVerilog interfaces, they were specifically created to encapsulate communication between blocks. At its lowest level, an interface is indeed simply a named bundle of nets or variables. The interface is instantiated in a module and can be accessed through a port as a single item but also the single nets or
variables can be referenced if needed. The ability to replace a group of signals by a single name can significantly reduce the size of a description and improve its maintainability. Additional power of the interface comes from its ability to encapsulate functionality as well as connectivity. Indeed, also tasks and functions can be declared within an interface and called from modules that are connected to the interfaces. Moreover, clocking blocks and modports can also be used when dealing respectively with synchronous signals and with different blocks in the environment accessing the same interface with different roles (these last features have been used in this work).

Further details that are not herein presented can be found in dedicated chapters both in [24] and in [26], as well as in various online resources. As regards VEPIX53, following UVM guidelines, the interface construct has been used to bundle the DUT signals that need to be connected to the testbench. It has to be highlighted that, since they are actually nothing less than modules, they can be instantiated in a module but not inside a class. For this reason, SystemVerilog provides with an additional virtual keyword to allow the verification engineer to place a pointer to the physical interface in a class [28]. In this work, the interfaces have been instantiated in the harness block and the pointers to them are registered in the UVM configuration database. In such a way, references to them are available for the class-based verification components. So far, four interfaces have been defined for the current versions of the DUT, that is to say:

1. **hit interface:** it contains a bi-dimensional array of “analog” (as presented in section 4.1 the real datatype has been used for each of them) hit signal that represent the amplitude of the hit that is fed to each pixel of the pixel chip; it has been so far defined as a synchronous interface using clocking blocks. An asynchronous version is also defined for initial studies done on the introduction of asynchronous delays or analog baseline noise to the incoming hits. Such aspects have not been completely developed at the time of writing;

2. **trigger interface:** it contains the physical trigger, represented with a simple yes-no signal. Also in this case synchronous access to the interface has been defined;

3. **readout interface:** it is meant to communicate with the pixel chip output. At the current status, its actual implementation can slightly vary depending on the specific version of the DUT being simulated. In any case, for both the independent pixel and the zero-suppressed FIFO architectures, it consists of a buffer output
packet, whose structure has been previously shown in Figure 4.14 and 4.16. The access to such an interface has been defined as synchronous;

4. **analysis interface**: this is a peculiar interface, since it does not contain actual inputs or outputs of the DUT, but it is used to probe virtual flag signals related to DUT status. This approach has been chosen for collecting statistical information on pixel deadtime due to TOT and to digital hit processing (such signals have been shown in the timing diagram in Figure 4.11) and buffer occupancy. As for the other physical signals, such internal flags are accessed in a synchronous fashion. Further monitoring of the DUT status could be performed adding additional and meaningful signals to such an interface.

### 5.1.2 Project organization

In this subsection the way the project directories of the UVM framework are organized is described. When accessing the svn repository three main directories are (by default) present: branches, tags and trunk. VEPIX53 project has been uploaded in the latter. Therein, one can find two main directories that are linked to such a project, shown in the Figure 5.3. As it can be noticed, a directory is used for gathering all the source files, i.e.:

![Source](image)

**Figure 5.3**: Project organization: first level of directories.

i.e.:
• the `define folder contains both files where the `define compiler directives are declared and a file which groups all the user-defined data types;

• the module-based parts of the environment are grouped in the PixelChipHarness directory;

• all the files related to the verification part are gathered in the VerificationEnvironment directory.

As regards the work directory, that is the location where the simulation is supposed to be run. It contains the command line scripts, a directory for possibly storing the output files of the simulation and the actual simulation library automatically generated after each simulation. Further details on such files will be provided at the end of the chapter. It is instead worth it to focus on how the VerificationEnvironment directory is organized, since it has a strong relation with the framework architecture, as presented in Figure 5.4. As recommended in [28] and in a lot of online resources, a different directory is defined for each “environment” of the framework. With this term one refers to a reusable verification block which is in general an encapsulated, ready-to-use, configurable verification component for an interface protocol, a design submodule, or a full system [4]. The recommended approach is to define a directory for each interface protocol of the DUT. In this case for each interface between the environment and the DUT,
already described in subsection 5.1.1 a directory has been used: hit, trigger, readout and analysis can be distinguished in Figure 5.4. For each of them the SystemVerilog source files are contained in the \textit{sv} folder and a package file (identified by the \textit{.pkg} suffix) is used to group them in a unique compilation scope, while keeping separate files makes the code more clear and maintainable even when growing in complexity. Besides, a top directory is used to wrap the top level environment and all the other top level classes, together with the UVM tests: the role of such components will be presented more in details in the following sections. When other interfaces to the DUT will be defined in the future, it is good practise to dedicate a folder to each of them, adding elements to the provided list. Separate packages are used for the top level classes and the tests.

## 5.2 Verification components

As for the project directories, also the definition of the different verification components of the framework is highly related to the existent interfaces between the DUT and the environment: it has been extensively highlighted in the block diagram of the framework in Figure 5.5. Even with some differences depending on the specific
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig5-5.png}
\caption{Block diagram of the verification components of VEPIX53, with focus on their link to the DUT interfaces.}
\end{figure}
interface, each environment of the design is composed of some basic UVM verification components that are recurrently used. Moreover, within an environment different instances communicate at high level through channels, where objects are passed at the transaction level. Normally, a certain type of transaction is used for internal communication in each of the environments. In UVM testbenches, such structures are represented extending the `uvm_sequence_item` class. Data items basically represent the input and output of the DUT at a higher level of abstraction than that of the physical signals that are actually driven to them. Other types of objects are usually part of UVM testbenches:

- `uvm_sequences`, i.e. a user-defined sequence of data items and/or sequences;
- configuration objects, used to gather configuration fields of each one of the different verification environments. Potentially they could also be randomized.

As regards the verification components, the main ones that have been used all over the project are the following:

- a stimulus generator (`uvm_sequencer`) to create transaction-level traffic to the DUT. For this purpose it runs a `uvm_sequence`;
- a driver (`uvm_driver`) to convert these transactions to signal-level stimulus at the DUT interface. Connection between the sequencer and the driver is done through a point-to-point port-export connection, realized at the Transaction Level (TL);
- a monitor (`uvm_monitor`) to recognize signal-level activity on the DUT interface and convert it into transactions: it is a passive element since it does not drive any signal towards the DUT;
- an analysis component, such as a coverage collector or scoreboard, to analyze transactions. In the current project, for such components the suffix `subscriber` has been used;
- an agent (`uvm_agent`) is an abstract container with a monitor and (if active) also a driver and a sequencer. If passive it is intended just to monitor DUT outputs.

Following the common approach of OOP, all those classes are extended from a common base one: `uvm_object`. The detailed hierarchical relationship can be found in
Figure 2.1, where also the distinction between dynamic \texttt{uvm\_objects} and quasi-static \texttt{uvm\_components} can be noticed. Further information on the specific use done of such classes in VEPIX53 will be provided in the following subsections.

5.2.1 Hit environment

The hit environment is supposed to inject and monitor hits sent to the pixel chip matrix. The basic hit environment block diagram is already reported in Figure 5.6. The structure that has already been introduced can be recognized: in the hit environment, a hit master agent can be identified as a wrapper for three other main blocks: the hit master sequencer, driver and monitor. All those components are inherited from the UVM specific and correspondent classes. In the figure the TL connection between the sequencer and the agent is represented with the green arrow, while the library of possible sequences that can be run by the hit master sequencer is shown under its block with a similar green colour. The modules that have also a link to a physical DUT interface contain a white rectangle that represents the virtual interface that points to it. It can be also noticed as a hierarchy has been defined for the configuration objects. Indeed, the hit master config object is the one to which all the lower level components (wrapped in the agent) point, while the higher level
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\caption{Hit environment block diagram.}
\end{figure}
components (in this case just the hit environment) point to the hit config, that contains itself a reference to the lower level configuration object. Although quite redundant, this approach has been used following the UVM guidelines. With such a structure it would be possible to define other lower level configuration objects (for other components in the hit environment) and to point to each of them using the higher level configuration object.

As regards the types of transactions used in such an environment, an unusual distinction has been done between the ones used at the driving level and the ones used by the monitor, in particular:

1. hit_trans is used at the generation side;

2. hit_time_trans is used at the monitoring side.

The class diagram of both of them is reported respectively in Figure 5.7 and 5.8 following the Unified Modelling Language (UML) scheme. The most relevant fields of the hit_trans have been highlighted in bold. To the hit transaction that it is meant to be sent to the pixel chip, it is associated a time reference value, so far correspondent to the bunch crossing cycle (BX), and an array of amplitude values. Since pixel chips are very large pixel matrices, where most of the elements do not actually need to be accessed at a single time an associative array has been chosen. It has already been described in section 3.1.1 how this can significantly save simulation resources. Such a type of array is forced to

![Figure 5.7: UML class diagram of the hit_trans.](image-url)
have just one-dimension. This means that when driving the hit signals to the actual bi-dimensional DUT a conversion from the 1D indexes to the 2D ones is performed, based on the parameters set for the pixel chip size. For a similar reason the information on the pixel chip matrix simulated at the generation level (not necessarily equal to the actual pixel chip matrix, as will be clarified in Chapter 6) is also memorized in such an item in the remaining fields to be available for the transaction methods. As regards the datatype used for the array of amplitude values a `shortint` was initially suggested in the collaboration. This means clearly that randomization is done on a subset of all possible real values that may be driven to the hit interface; at the time of writing there was no interest on complicating the hit generator in order to perform real value randomization, it indeed requires particular expedients and can slow down the simulation. An additional field of such a transaction, classified as “optional” since it is selected through a compiler directive, is a preliminary model for the delay of the hits going to each pixel with respect to the synchronous bunch crossing cycle. Such a feature has been developed just at the generation level and in order to use it also at the monitoring level further development is needed.

As regards the transaction methods, they are just the standard ones that normally need to be overwritten for `uvm_sequence_item`:

- the constructor `new()`, normally used in OOP to create an object, even if in UVM it is not recommended to directly use it (the `create()` function is instead usually adopted since it delegates the call to `new()` to the UVM factory);
- the method used to print details of the item (`convert2string()`);
- the `do_copy()` function used to create a so-called “deep copy” of the object (i.e. a complete new pointer to a new but identical object).

Such methods could be also directly inherited from the parent classes, but it is good practise to override them. A summary of the standard transaction methods and of the right way of invoking them can be found in the dedicated section of [27]. The only additional method is a very simple one used to increment the time reference value from the `hit master sequences` when generating a sequence of transactions. As regards the `hit_time_trans` diagram reported in 5.8 it can be noticed that in this particular case a slightly different approach has been used at the monitoring level: a bi-dimensional
array has been used to store both the monitored information of the TOA of a hit and its amplitude. It means that there is a 1:1 correspondence between the bi-dimensional arrays and the pixel chip matrix. This kind of approach has been kept mainly for simplicity, but it is not excluded that when starting to simulate larger DUTs it may turn out to be worth it to switch to more optimized ways of storing data. Once more, from a quick look at the transaction methods it can be noticed that they are simply the standard ones that have already been described. As concerns the operations of the blocks in the hit environment which are functional for the simulation, they can be summarized in the following way:

- the hit master sequencer is used to run user-defined sequences of hit transactions which are collected in the sequence library hit_master_seq_lib. It includes 3 sequences, but it may be extended adding more of them:
  
  1. the hit sequence generates a user-defined number (num_trans) of transactions, one for each BX cycle. In any of them a randomization is separately done for the amplitude value of each pixel in order to decide whether to hit it or not. The probability of hitting each pixel is set through the is_hit_prob field, while the maximum and minimum allowed amplitude for the generated signals are specified through dedicated variables. As it will be better shown in subsection 5.2.6, such parameters can be accessed by the test writer from a unique test file. In the context of the sequence they are simply get at the beginning of the so-called body() task, that is the main one for an object, assuming that they have been set in the test. The get and set terms refer to the actual functions used to access the UVM configuration database, that enables
configuration parameters to be exchanged between different hierarchical levels of the environment;

2. the `hit_sequence.poisson` also generates a parameterized number (`num_trans`) of hit transactions. For each BX a randomization is separately done for each pixel in order to decide the amplitude of the generated hits. For this particular and very simple model the amplitude have been set to follow a Poisson distribution with specified seed and mean. There is no correlation of such an example sequence with realistic ones;

3. the `hit_sequence.cluster` creates a sequence of a certain number `num_bx_cycles` of hit transactions, one for each BX. It is anyway much more complex compared to the previous and it contains a high number of fields. For this reason a more extensive description of it will be provided in Chapter 6.

In order to impose constraints to the fields of the generated transactions in a flexible and time-saving way (some studies about how the SV constraint solver slows down the simulation when having to randomize in parallel big arrays can be found in [36]) they have been imposed using dedicated tasks in the sequences, executed each time a new hit transaction needs to be created and randomized. Such an approach would also in the future allow designers to write into the transaction not randomized data, but input coming from other sources, like from physics simulations. It can be also highlighted that the specific sequence to run in the sequencer is something that can be defined at a higher level, without having to look in the lower level detailed file. See 5.2.5 for more information;

- the `hit master driver` main operations can be found in the `run_phase()`: after an initial waiting period (set in the hit configuration object) it starts getting transactions from the sequencer for each clock cycle. Its role is to translate the high level information contained in the transaction into the the hit interface signals. The `drive()` task is used to do it in parallel for each pixel of the DUT. Parallel-threading has been achieved thanks to the SystemVerilog `fork...join` construct, that makes it possible to launch a sequence of operations and to continue with the execution of the code without waiting for any of them to conclude (see [26] for details on Multi-threading with SystemVerilog). The possibility of generating a sinusoidal baseline noise and of adding delays to the driven hits has also been
investigated at the driving level for potential further developments: since it was not considered as a priority, the related code has been isolated with the use of compiler directives). A timing diagram obtained by Incisive Cadence showing such hit signals with an added baseline noise is reported in Figure 5.9 for two PUCs. For the use of the mathematical functions access to the C library has been done through the SystemVerilog DPI interface as presented in [37]:

- the hit monitor senses the hit interface: when hits are seen, it measures the time and amplitude for every pixel, converts the time in the bunch crossing cycle information and gathers such data in the hit_time_trans in order to send them to the analysis components.

![Figure 5.9: Timing diagram of two PUCs with analog hit signals with an added baseline noise.](image)

As regards the hit subscriber and the hit configuration objects, they will be described in detail in Chapter 6 since their role is much linked to the topic therein presented.

### 5.2.2 Trigger environment

The trigger environment is in charge of driving and monitoring the trigger signal used by the pixel chip to select hits of interest. The block diagram of such a component is
reported in Figure 5.10. It can be noticed as its structure is basically identical to the hit environment one, since it is also responsible of generating inputs to the chip and according to UVM re-usability principle. The same approach has been also followed for the definition of transaction items used in such a component, i.e.:

1. `trigger_trans` is used at the generation side;

2. `trigger_time_trans` is used at the monitoring side.

Their UML class diagram can be observed in Figure 5.11 and 5.12. As it can be noticed,

```plaintext
Figure 5.10: Trigger environment block diagram.
```

```plaintext
Figure 5.11: UML class diagram of the `trigger_trans`.
```

each trigger transaction contains few fields:
- a *isTrig* bit, used to decide whether or not to generate a trigger signal for a certain BX; such a decision is taken depending on the *trigger_rate_khz* field;

- a time reference value, correspondent to the BX of the associated hits (no information on the latency is added at this level);

- in addition, a field is used to pass to each transaction the trigger rate specified from the sequence. In this way it can be used to impose constraints on the *isTrig* value from the transaction itself, using the standard SystemVerilog constraint solver, since in this case there is no need to use special expedients as for dealing with randomization of big arrays.

![Trigger_Time_Trans](image)

**Figure 5.12:** UML class diagram of the *trigger_time_trans*.

As regards the trigger_time_trans diagram reported in 5.12, it contains just one field. Indeed, since such a transaction is produced only if the trigger signal is sensed, the only interesting information is related to the time when it has been detected. Even if still represented in number of clock cycles, the *timePlusLatency* value already adds the trigger latency. As concerns the methods of both the presented items, they are exactly the same standard and non-standard ones that have been already described for the hit environment. In the trigger environment reference is made to a configuration object. The same hierarchical structure used for the hit configuration objects has been used. The *trigger_master_config* is referenced by the components wrapped in the master agent, while for the higher level components a pointer to the *trigger_config* object is adopted. Such an item so far just contains the reference to the lower level configuration object, but other pointers could be potentially added if needed for configuring other new components. The fields of the *trigger_master_config* can be seen in Figure 5.13. It can be notice the presence of:

- a configurable name for the object;
Figure 5.13: UML class diagram of the trigger master config.

- a variable to specify whether the trigger master agent is active or passive;
- an initial number of cycles before the start of operations of the driver;
- a variable to define the trigger latency, expressed in number of BX cycles;
- a variable to define if any number of consecutive triggers can be generated ($\text{consec\_trig} = \text{UNLIMITED}$) or if such a value should be limited ($\text{consec\_trig} = \text{LIMITED}$) to a certain value (such a data type is user-defined, and can be found in dedicated file the define folder, as introduced in the section 5.1.2);
- an integer to specify the number of allowed consecutive triggers (if limited).

The operations performed by the main components of the trigger environment are herein listed:

- the trigger master sequencer is used to run sequences of trigger transactions. The trigger master seq lib contains just one simple sequence ($\text{trigger\_sequence}$). It has two fields, used to specify the number of bunch crossing cycle to run ($\text{num\_trans}$) and the trigger rate. Both those two values can be set from the test file;
- the trigger master driver waits for an initial period (set in the trigger configuration object) and afterwards begins to get trigger transactions from the sequencer at each clock cycle in order to translate them to the trigger physical signal. Indeed, such a component has a pointer to the trigger interface. Once more, the drive() task is used for such a goal. It also takes into account possible limitation to the number
of consecutive triggers that it is allowed to send to the DUT, as specified by the configuration object;

- every time a trigger signal is detected in the trigger interface, a trigger_time_trans is built by the trigger monitor and sent to the analysis ports that are in charge of driving it to the analysis environment.

### 5.2.3 Readout environment

The development of the readout environment has not been the focus of my personal work. It will be anyway described for completing the overview on the whole framework. Its block diagram can be seen in Figure 5.14. As it can be seen, its structure is extremely simple: it basically contains one passive agent, used to wrap the monitor. Such a component is indeed not meant to drive any signal to the DUT, but just to sense its outputs from the readout interface and to group them into a readout_trans. Even if its role is generic, the specific structure of such a transaction is so far dependent on the format of the DUT output. It is straightforward to notice the correspondence between the output packets of the two different DUT architectures presented in the previous chapter in the Figures 4.14 and 4.16 with the UML class diagram reported respectively in Figure 5.15 and 5.16. It can be seen as in the first case an array is used for both the TOA and the TOT (amplitude) of the hits and as it refers to an architecture with independent pixels. As regards the methods of such a transaction, it can be noticed the presence of some standard ones and only a simple additional one (get_ToA()) used to obtain the maximum TOA value contained in the array. Comparing it with the second class diagram, it is clear how the TOA is stored just once per each PR, while a separate
TOT value is present for each PUC in the region. As concerns the role of the readout monitor, it basically checks at each bunch crossing cycle if the output of the PR buffer has changed and if it is the case case senses the signals of the readout interface and uses them to build one readout trans.

5.2.4 Analysis environment

I have have not been personally involved on the development of this component, apart from some minor aspects. It will be anyway presented for completeness without providing many details. The block diagram of such an environment is shown in Figure 5.17. Besides the usual master agent wrapping the monitor, many other components can be noticed:
Figure 5.17: Block diagram of the analysis environment.

- a reference model that, fed with the same hit and trigger inputs, emulates the ideal behaviour of the DUT and predicts the expected output;

- a scoreboard for conformity checking between predicted and actual DUT outputs: results on matches and mismatches are reported in the simulation log file;

- a lost hits subscriber for collecting classification of lost hits and printing it to a text output file during the UVM `report_phase();`

- analysis buffer subscriber, for collecting histograms of buffer occupancy of the PR buffer and printing such information to a text file during the UVM `report_phase();`.

It can be also noticed the presence of the usual hierarchy for the configuration objects. As regards the transaction (`analysis_trans`) created by the `analysis_monitor` and sent to the other components of the environment, it has the role of grouping signals used to monitor the DUT status: its field depend on the DUT. Indeed, to be capable of classifying sources of hit loss and providing statistics collection, the signals that need to be monitored can vary from one DUT to another. Moreover, such signals are also used by the reference model to emulate the DUT behaviour without predicting DUT outputs that are already seen to be lost. That would otherwise cause a sequence of mismatches in the scoreboard (since it simply compares the reference model output with the actual DUT output) without any possibility of recovering. At the time of writing, modifications on the reference model itself are likely to be necessary when changing the DUT under
simulation. The UML class diagram of the `analysis_trans` used for both the independent PUC and the zero-suppressed FIFO architectures are shown, respectively in Figure 5.18 and 5.19. Status signals probed for both the architectures are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>analysis_trans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+bufferFull: bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+pixelBusy_TO: bit [0..m][0..n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+pixelBusy_DUT: bit [0..m][0..n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+wr_en_semaphore: bit [0..m][0..n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+bufferOccupancy: int [0..m][0..n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+new(name: string)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+convert2string () : string</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.18:** UML class diagram of the `analysis_trans` for the independent PUCs architecture.

- the buffer overflow flag;
- the flag used to monitor when each PUC is busy measuring the TOT;
- the flag used to check if the PUC is “blind” because digitally processing a hit;
- the flags used to get information on buffer occupancy: the value itself and the `wr_en_semaphore` that decides when to actually monitor it (only on write).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>analysis_trans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+bufferFull: bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+pixelBusy_TO: bit [0..m][0..n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+pixelBusy_DUT: bit [0..m][0..n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+PRBusy: bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+wr_en_semaphore: bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+bufferOccupancy: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+new(name: string)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+convert2string () : string</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.19:** UML class diagram of the `analysis_trans` for the zero-suppressed FIFO architecture.

For the zero-suppressed FIFO architecture an additional flag is being probed since the PR buffer is shared: when one or more pixels are fired in a PR, it is blind for a certain
number of clock cycles and such a dead time is monitored through the `PRbusy` flag. The `analysis_master_config` is referenced by the components wrapped in the master agent, while for the higher level components a pointer to the `analysis_master_config` is used. The UML class diagram of such an object can be seen in Figure 5.20. Beside the presence of the usual fields (configurable name for the object and variable for active/passive agent), there are two additional fields that are actually responsible for the structure and behavior of the analysis environment. In particular, it has been said that such a component is capable of producing two output files with report on classification of lost hits and on buffer occupancy. It has been also shown as two dedicated components (subscribers) take care of generating them. In order to provide flexibility and configurability it has been left to the user to decide whether to print or not such output files. This can be achieved by setting accordingly the following switches in the test (as it will be shown in subsection 5.2.6):

- `dump_buffer_occupancy`, if active it causes the analysis buffer subscriber to be built into the analysis environment, and the corresponding output file to be generated;

- `dump_lost_hit_clas`, if asserted it causes the analysis lost hits subscriber to be built and the corresponding output file to be produced.

Such a strategy has been followed for all the text or data output files that generate reports or statistical analysis.
5.2.5 Top level environment

The top level environment represents the wrapper for the whole simulation framework, reported in the block diagram of Figure 5.2. All the other components that have been described are therein built during the UVM build phase. In addition to those, a component which has a fundamental control role is defined: the top virtual sequencer, that runs virtual sequences contained in the correspondent library (top virtual seq lib). A virtual sequencer is in charge of coordinating the stimulus across different interfaces and the interactions between them. The use of the adjective “virtual” is related to the fact that such a sequencer is not directly connected to any driver linked to a DUT interface. It only contains pointer to the lower level sequencers. Once the pointers have been defined, it is possible for a virtual sequence to control which specific sequences (taken from the correspondent library) to run on each of the non-virtual sequencers and how to do it, e.g. in parallel or serially. Just to provide an example, the top virtual_sequence present in the library launches in parallel (through a standard fork...join process) an instance of type hit_sequence and one trigger_sequence respectively in the hit_master_sequencer and in the trigger_master_sequencer. As regards the top level coordination of the environment it is probably also worth it to mention the way it is defined when the simulation ends. It could be potentially just defined a certain duration time or the Verilog system function $finish could be used, nevertheless when dealing with complex environments with multi-threading those classical approaches do not always ensure control on the actual moment in which the planned simulation comes to an end or they may not be flexible enough. UVM provides an objection mechanism to allow hierarchical status communication among components. There is a built-in objection for each phase, which provides a way for components and objects to synchronize their testing activity and indicate when it is safe to end the phase. In general, components or sequences have to raise a phase objection at the beginning of an activity that must be completed before the phase stops and to drop the objection at the end of that activity. Once all of the raised objections are dropped, the phase terminates. So end-of-test in the UVM is controlled by managing objections: for uvm_components the objection mechanism is automatic while it is normally necessary to handle it for the sequences. Every time a root sequence (without any parent sequence) is launched an objection is raised, while when
it ends its operations it is dropped, as suggested in [4]. For details on such a mechanism one can refer to UVM references like [27] and [28].

5.2.6 Top level tests

As it can be seen on top of the framework block diagram in Figure 5.2, UVM tests are separated from the top level environment itself. The uvm_test class defines a specific test scenario for the top environment specified in the test, enabling configuration of the verification components. A peculiarity of the uvm_test class is that it can be directly launched using command line options and it gets automatically instantiated. As recommended ([4]), a base test class that just instantiates and configures the top level environment has been defined, and then extended to obtain scenario-specific configurations of the environment. In the basic test it is also chosen to print in the log file the environment hierarchy and the components registered in the so-called UVM factory. Since this is the most important file to be modified by possible users, some details on how it is organized will be provided in this subsection. So far, three specific tests, all extended by the top_base_test one, have been written and they have been named with increasing numbers, i.e: top_test1, top_test2 and top_test3. The correspondent files can be found in the tests folder in the source/VerificationEnvironment/top path, as shown in subsection 5.1.2. The build_phase() of such a class is crucial for the configuration of the environment. Indeed, during such a phase, for each one of the lower level environment for which a configuration object has been defined, it is created and specific values are specified for its fields. The way it is done in the top_test1 for the trigger environment is shown as an example:

```cpp
// Creating the configuration objects
m_trigger_cfg = trigger_config ::type_id::create("m_trigger_cfg");
m_hit_cfg = hit_config ::type_id::create("m_hit_cfg");
m_analysis_cfg = analysis_config ::type_id::create("m_analysis_cfg");

// Setting the trigger configuration
m_trigger_cfg.add_master("m_trig_agent", UVM_ACTIVE,
```
The fields of the trigger configuration object that were presented in subsection 5.2.2 can be recognized. Such objects are then set, going through the design hierarchy, in the pointers present in the correspondent environments, as shown in the following code:

```cpp
uvm_config_db#(trigger_config) ::set(this,"*.m_trig_env",
"cfg", m_trigger_cfg);

uvm_config_db#(hit_config) ::set(this,"*.m_hit_env",
"cfg", m_hit_cfg);

uvm_config_db#(analysis_config) ::set(this,"*.m_analysis_env",
"cfg", m_analysis_cfg);
```

This is possible thanks to the UVM configuration mechanism. The `uvm_config_db` is a type-specific configuration mechanism, offering a robust facility for specifying hierarchical configuration values of desired parameters. It is built on top of the more general purpose `uvm_resource_db` which provides side-band (non-hierarchical) data sharing [4].

In the designed test files the final steps performed using once more the `uvm_config_db`, are the following:

- it is chosen which top level sequence of the library to run in the *top virtual sequencer*;
- the fields of specific lower level sequences (i.e. *hit_sequence* and *trigger_sequence*) are configured.

Here it is an example the detailed code from the *top_test1*:

```cpp
// The top virtual sequence configuration
uvm_config_wrapper::set(this, "m_env.m_virt_seqr.run_phase" ,
```
Even in this case, the parameters of the specific sequences that have been described in the dedicated sections can be recognized. It should be at this point clear that what distinguishes one of the defined tests from the others is the way the environment is configured and which sequences are run. In detail:

- the top_test1 has been used to run in parallel the basic hit_sequence and trigger_sequence, as already shown;

- in the top_test2 instead the hit_sequence is substituted with the hit_sequence_poisson, taken from the same library;

- the top_test3 is used to run, still in parallel to the trigger_sequence, the more complex hit_sequence_cluster, that will be presented in the next chapter.
5.3 User guide: scripts and UVM message facility

When approaching the use of UVM, the first step has been adopting a strategy for handling the design flow through scripts. Since the tool used for the code currently in repository has been Incisive Cadence, the design flow that is adopted is the already described MSIE design flow (see 3.2.1). As regards the actual files where the scripts are contained it has been followed the approach presented from a technical course [38] held at CERN. Two main files can be found in the work folder (previously shown in Figure 5.3):

1. the Makefile file, to which the user is most likely to refer, since it actually defines many variables that are then called by the compiling and running scripts that are contained in the subsequent file. The use of the make command is diffused in software development, above all under Unix, and it automatically builds executable programs and libraries from source code by reading files called makefiles which specify how to derive the target program. This means that from the terminal one can run the command make followed by the name of the specific script. In such a “higher level” file one can find:

   • a variable that points to the top level module of the project;
   • a pointer to all the source code related to the DUT;
   • a variable that points to all the packages of the different environments contained in the framework, included the top level one;
   • a pointer to the package that holds all the defined tests;
   • a variable that gathers the paths to the directories that need to be included when compiling the verification environment source code;
   • one for doing the same when compiling the DUT source code;
   • a variable that groups all the extra options that the user wants to specify to run the simulation (e.g. debug access to the signals, seed, verbosity level of messages, single/multi core,...);
   • a variable that holds the argument of the running command that specifies the test to be run: the user should modify such a variable for changing the specific test being run;
2. the *Makefile.defs* file, that the user is in principle not supposed to modify, since it actually contains scripts that simply refer to the previously listed variables. In details, here it follows what is contained in such a file:

- variables related to the UVM version and that point to the UVM library location;
- variable for pointing to the installation path;
- a script (to launch it type *make plib*) for compiling the project library, that creates the *plib* library, where all the source files related to the DUT are contained (and to which the following commands refer);
- a script (to start it use *make run1*) for generating the primary snapshot with the top level module of the project (called *PixelChip_tb*);
- a script (to launch it type *make run2*) for generating the secondary snapshot and running the simulation (here all the packages of the verification environment and in particular where also the specific test are compiled);
- an additional script (*make rungui*) that replicates the functions of the previous one, but also opens the Graphical User Interface (GUI), instead of simply showing the simulation results in the shell. In this case to actually start the simulation it is necessary to launch the start of the simulation from the GUI;
- a script (*make clean*) for cleaning all the results from a previous simulation.

In the work directory one can also find a *run.sh* executable shell script that can be directly used to run in sequence: *make clean*, *make plib*, *make run1* and *make run2*. It is also highlighted that during the execution of the three main commands output .log files are produced (i.e. *compile.log*, *irun1.log*, *irun2.log*). Moreover, in the work folder there is also an additional directory where the output text and data files can be stored at the end of a simulation and before launching a new one. In order to move such files to a dedicated subdirectory of *stored_output_files*, named from the simulation date and time, one can execute the shell file *mv_hit_map_out.sh*. This also causes the current date and time to be appended to each output file name. To conclude this section, it is worth it to provide some details on the UVM approach used to handle
the verbosity level of messages coming out from the simulation. It has been mentioned that a variable can be defined in the Makefile to specify such a verbosity as argument of the running commands. Such messages are the ones printed in the shell and stored in the irun2.log log file. Using Verilog’s $display for printing messages, does not allow nonintrusive filtering and control of them. Changing the verbosity on the command line does not require to recompile and re-elaborate the design and enables the engineer to obtain more or less detailed information from the simulation (and respectively slower or faster engine). UVM reporting services are built into all components and dedicated macro APIs are defined for them to make their use easier. As regards their severity, four main levels can be distinguished:

- `uvm_info(string id, string message, int verbosity);
- `uvm_warning(string id, string message);
- `uvm_error(string id, string message);
- `uvm_fatal(string id, string message).

The verbosity level is an integer value to indicate the relative importance of the message, specified just for information messages. When using the message macros, verbosity is instead ignored for warnings, errors and fatal errors in order to prevent verbosity modifications from hiding bugs. Specific information messages are issued only if the value is smaller or equal to the current verbosity level. An enumerated type provides several standard verbosity levels like: UVM_NONE=0, UVM_LOW=100, UVM_MEDIUM=200, UVM_HIGH=300, UVM_FULL=400, UVM_DEBUG=500. At the time of writing, to keep good simulation performance, the chosen verbosity level is UVM_LOW. With it, just messages related to the checkings done in the analysis scoreboard (matches/mismatches) are shown in the log file. For collecting other kinds of information on the simulation the text and data files are used. Lower level messages, intended to be used at the very debugging level or at an intermediate one have also been defined. For details on the specific level on each message one can simply look for `uvm_info in the source file of the different verification components or even modify them/their verbosity level if needed.
Chapter 6

Hit generation with constrained distribution within the framework

The hit environment has already been presented in the previous chapter as regards its basic blocks and structure. The sequence of transactions sent to the DUT through the simple hit_sequence and hit_sequence_poisson are random with settable and already described parameters, but the way the pixel is hit is not much related to actual physics inputs. In those cases, indeed, the randomization of the hits sent to each pixel is done independently from the others (they just have common constraints). For the RD53 collaboration program it is anyway mostly required to develop a highly flexible pixel hit generator that can emulate real pixel hits in phase 2 pixel detectors. Such a pixel hit generator should be capable of emulating pixel hits on a large number of pixels with appropriate correlations in order to be used to drive the critical optimization of a pixel ASIC design. The development of such a generator is subject of this work. It has to be anyway clearly highlighted that, even if it aims to reproduce physics input, such a hit generator is not meant to substitute inputs from Montecarlo or sensor simulations. It is just supposed to be a simple and easy-to-use tool (within the framework itself) that provides the flexibility of driving both realistic and extreme inputs to the chip, depending on the specific interest of the user that launches a test. Moreover, the hit generator should be made able to generate pixel hits based on detector Monte Carlo or sensor simulations, when such data will be made available. A collaboration has started on this with the LCD community.
Chapter 6. *Hit generation with constrained distribution within the framework*

6.1 Classes of hits

In order to develop a model for the hit generator easy to be simulated and not too sophisticated but able to run within the SystemVerilog UVM framework itself, some classes of inputs of interest have been identified. For each of them some basic parameters have also been defined, still aiming to obtain a simplified (but valuable as an additional tool for verification) model of physics inputs. It is herein highlighted that when mentioning a “hit” in this context we refer to a single pixel being hit:

- at a certain time (at the time of writing the generation is all synchronous and it is given through a BX cycle number, even if the possibility of adding an additional delay to it has been partially evaluated, just at the generation level)
- a certain amplitude, so far expressed as a TOT value (and that may be in the future modified into a charge value when developing more detailed and realistic models of the analog front end of the DUT)

The types of hits have been classified on the base of expected physics at LHC detectors and such information on particle generated after the proton-antiproton collision has been translated on how they are seen when detected from the ROC. The identified classes are herein listed and will be further described in the dedicated subsections:

1. single tracks, in general associated to energetic particle crossing the sensor at a certain angle;
2. loopers, soft charged particle that in the solenoidal magnetic field become curling tracks [39];
3. jets, collimated bunches of final state partons and hadrons coming from hard interactions [39];
4. monsters, not really a special phenomenon for physics, but a very extreme input to be used by engineers for extensive verification of the design;
5. noise hits, phenomena not directly associated with tracks, intended to add background noise.
In order to emulate such interactions using a geometrical model for the particle hitting the sensor, some generic parameters concerning the latter have been identified and can be set by the user. The main ones are:

- pixel pitch (intended as the dimension of the pixel in the same direction of the tracks, i.e. $Z$). For a square pixel size it is simply set to the edge value;
- pixel chip size of the full matrix;
- pixel chip area (specified separately, but should be calculated from the pixel size and total number of pixels in the chip);
- sensor thickness.

As regards the data type that has been used for them, a `real` has been used even where `int` would have been sufficient. This has been done because such values need to be used for performing mathematical calculations. When even only one operand is an `int`, in SystemVerilog the operation is evaluated as for integers. This can lead to undesired rounding off or, in particularly unlucky cases, to complete misleading results. For the same reason, it has been also avoided to perform calculations in the `ClassDefines.sv` file, since when dealing with compiler directives it is not clear with kind of format is being used for the operators. The assumption done on such parameters in order to obtain the graphical results shown in this section are based on values that are at the time of writing reasonable options for next generation sensors and ROCs, i.e.:

- pixel pitch equal to 50 $\mu$m (assuming a pixel size of 50x50 $\mu$m$^2$, as presented in subsection 1.2.1);
- pixel chip size equal to 512x512 pixels (leading to bigger ROC compared with previous generations);
- pixel chip area equal to 6.5536 cm$^2$;
- sensor thickness of 100 $\mu$m, a small value that seems to be at the limits of technological feasibility at the time.

Most of these parameters can be specified from the test and/or from `ClassDefines.sv` file, located in the `define` folder. As regards the test to choose to obtain the
environment configuration presented in this chapter, the user should refer to top_test3 and modify it according to needs. The setting of the various parameters is done both from configuring the UVM hit configuration object and from the specific hit_sequence_cluster used for generating transactions with the different classes of hits. Before going into details, it has to be highlighted that a basic distinction exists between the top_test3 and the top_test1-2. While the latter simply generate inputs for the pixels of the actual ROC being simulated (whose dimension is so far quite small, correspondent to just one pixel region), the first is capable of generating inputs for a full matrix with the final expected pixel chip size. This means that so far just a subset of the generated inputs are driven to the actual (smaller) DUT being simulated. In order to keep the two ROC dimensions separate, a specific define has been used in ClassDefines.sv for the entire ROC size (i.e. PIXEL_CHIP_Z_FULL and PIXEL_CHIP_Phi_FULL) referring to the cylindrical coordinate space inside the detector. When configuring the environment through the tests, it has been chosen to use an enumerated parameter to decide whether to simulate the whole matrix (FULL_PIXEL_MATRIX) at the generation level or just the matrix correspondent to the actual DUT under simulation (CURRENT_DUT_PIXEL_MATRIX). Such a parameter can be set in the hit configuration object and clearly affects the behaviour of the hit master driver. Each of the defined tests has been designed for one of the two cases, as already said. Warnings are issued if the opposite choice is done. As concerns the hit configuration object that is created in the tests (that has not been shown in subsection 5.2.1), it is displayed in Figure 6.1. Many parameters can be therein noticed, starting from the very generic ones (name, definition of active or passive master agent, definition of the number of idle cycles at the beginning of the simulation before the driver starts sending hits to the DUT), going to more specific ones. In particular:

- **gen_matrix_size** is the enumerated type that chooses between the FULL_PIXEL_MATRIX or CURRENT_DUT_PIXEL_MATRIX simulation at the generation level;

- in case a FULL_PIXEL_MATRIX is being simulated with a smaller DUT, submatrix_shift_z and submatrix_shift_phi enable the user to define where to collocate the simulated chip into the bigger matrix;
Figure 6.1: UML class diagram of the `hit_master_config` object.

- the parameters on the pixel matrix dimension (i.e. `hit_gen_pixel_chip_z`, `hit_gen_pixel_chip_phi`, `hit_gen_pixels_in_pixel_chip`) at the generation level are automatically set (when the configuration object is built) depending on the choice done on the previous parameter;
- the pixel chip area;
- the last four parameters are used for guiding the monitoring done for checking generated inputs and they will be better described in section 6.2.

All the previously listed parameters are generic and used to configure the environment under any circumstances: they do not depend on the specific classes of hits being generated. It is instead the `hit_sequence_cluster` that takes care of generating a sequence of transactions that emulate such physics hits. This sequence is therefore the one run in the `hit_master_sequencer`, as defined in the top level sequence launched in the `top_test3`. It is also the one whose configuration enables the user to stimulate the ROC with different inputs, characterized by different parameters (e.g. rates, track angle, etc.).
Chapter 6. Hit generation with constrained distribution within the framework

6.1.1 Tracks

A simple representation of the track that a particle goes through after having been generated in the interaction point (or other secondary vertexes) is sketched in Figure 6.2. Each single track hits a variable number of pixels, generating a so-called cluster.

![Sketch of the track of a particle crossing the sensor.](image)

The dimension of such a cluster depends on the angle of the track itself with respect to the sensor surface. The less the particle path is close to being perpendicular to the sensor, the longer the cluster, as it can be noticed in Figure 6.3. In the Figure, the different types of small arrows denote the polarity of the charge carriers (the filled ones are electrons, the open ones holes) while the big arrows indicate the particle tracks.

Such an angle is ultimately dependent on the position of the sensor itself in the whole pixel detector or on how it is tilted. The phenomenon of having multiple pixels hit from a single track is generally referred as charge sharing. Apart from the pure geometrical considerations, additional aspects that can influence the cluster dimension are (II):

- the presence of a magnetic field that makes the signal charge deflect by the Lorentz angle can increase the charge sharing as shown in Figure 6.4 for both perpendicular and tilted tracks;
• charge sharing can also happen in the perpendicular direction when perpendicular tracks hit the corner between multiple pixels (such a phenomenon can also cause the charge to be too much distributed and uncomfortably small);

• Operating in partial depletion, that can be necessary after irradiation, and trapping influence the charge sharing, since they decrease the collected signal charge;

• higher operation voltages needed to operate after irradiation, make the Lorenz angle decrease, still influencing the charge sharing.

![Figure 6.4: Formation of clusters in a silicon detector in presence of a magnetic field in two cases: (d) with the track perpendicular to the sensor surface and (e) tilted by the Lorentz angle.][1]

It has been purpose of this work to model such (more complex) phenomena defining a subset of simple and easy parameters. Such parameters are:

a) track rate per cm$^2$ (can also be set to 0);

b) the track angle;

c) the charge sharing level;

d) the percentage of pixels surrounding the central cluster that are hit (used only if charge sharing is present).

As concerns the track angle, it is important to highlight the reference system used. It has been associated a 90$^\circ$ angle to tracks perpendicular to the sensor surface. This value is used to geometrically evaluate the cluster length, as shown in Figure 6.5. The dimension of such a central cluster can therefore be from 1x1 to 1xN. As far as charge sharing is concerned, it has been described as many aspects (beside geometrical considerations)
can affect it. Trying to model all of them would clearly require a too sophisticated model for a SystemVerilog simulation framework (such inputs will be provided from actual sensor simulations). For this work, it has been chosen to represent the variability on the number pixels that are hit surrounding the central cluster with two parameters. A sketch of such a cluster is shown in Figure 6.6. In particular, the charge sharing level (either LEV.ZERO or LEV.ONE) defines whether or not to hit such adjacent pixels and, if so, their percentage. Even if such a model is clearly simplified, it makes it possible to obtain not only clusters of fixed dimension but with more realistic variable shape. It also provides some simple control knobs to generate them that can be set into the hit_sequence_cluster through the top_test3. Also some other generic parameters previously introduced, i.e. number of BX cycles to run, sensor thickness, pixel pitch and maximum and minimum amplitude of the incoming hits, can be specified in the same way. As concerns the algorithm used to generate such tracks, the following steps are performed:

- depending on the rate, for each BX cycle it is decided whether or not to generate tracks and, if so, how many clusters;
for each cluster the starting address is randomly chosen in the matrix and an amplitude is randomized within the allowed range;

- the cluster length is evaluated from the pixel pitch, track angle and sensor thickness;

- the task `generate_single_track` is called in order to actually generate each cluster and the starting address, the amplitude, the length, as well as the details on the charge sharing parameters are passed to it. At the time of writing the same amplitude is used for the central cluster, while a slightly lower value (amplitude - 1) is used for the neighbours. Generated clusters are written (and eventually summed, if overlapping) in the `hit_trans` transaction that will be sent at the end from the sequencer to the driver.

In Figure 6.7 an example of a matrix where clusters have been generated in one BX cycle is shown. Details on the parameters set for the tracks are also provided in the caption. Such graphical results have been produced importing an output `.dat` file (that will be introduced in Section 6.2) in MATLAB. More detailed examples on the generated clusters are provided in order to show the results produced by the model used for the charge sharing. In Figure 6.8 two clusters are shown without charge sharing and with two different track angles, respectively 90° and 9°, that give rise to square and elongated clusters. The same types of clusters, both square and elongated, are also shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 when charge sharing is turned on (LEV_ONE) and with an increasing percentage of surrounding pixels being hit.

### 6.1.2 Loopers

A simple representation of a low energy particle going through a curling track is sketched in Figure 6.11. It can be noticed as such particles are likely to hit the sensor in a direction that is close to being perpendicular to its surface. For this reason, in this work it has been chosen to model them as single tracks crossing the sensor at 90°, as shown in Figure 6.12. This means that the dimension of the central cluster is fixed to 1x1. It is anyway not excluded that in the future a range of angles might be used, instead of a single value. Therefore, the parameter that has been defined for the generation of loopers is just the rate normalized by the area (`looper_rate_per_cm2`), that can also
Figure 6.7: Example of tracks generated in one BX cycle. Track rate per cm$^2$ = 500 MHz, track angle = 9$^\circ$, charge sharing = LEV.ONE, percentage of surrounding pixel hit = 50%.

Figure 6.8: Example of square and elongated clusters generated with different track angles, i.e. 90$^\circ$ (a) and 9$^\circ$ (b) without charge sharing with adjacent pixels.
Figure 6.9: Examples of square clusters with charge sharing. The % hit pixels are: 10% (a), 50% (b), 80% (c), 100% (d).

Figure 6.10: Examples of elongated clusters with charge sharing. The % hit pixels are: 10% (a), 50% (b), 80% (c), 100% (d).

Figure 6.11: Sketch of a looper crossing the sensor surface.

Figure 6.12: Geometrical representation of a track crossing the sensor with a certain angle.
be set to 0. Furthermore, the settings done for the charge sharing of the tracks are also used for the generation of loopers. In practice indeed, the generation of loopers is performed using the same approach as for the tracks, and in particular for each looper the `generate_single_track` task is called specifying cluster length equal to 1. They are all summed in the same transaction that is meant to be sent to the driver. An example of a whole matrix to which only loopers are sent is shown in Figure 6.13. Also in this case the charge sharing has been turned on with 50% of surrounding pixels hit. Since they are quite small clusters in a big 512x512 matrix, also a zoom of a subset is reported in Figure 6.14.

6.1.3 Jets

A jet can be seen as a narrow cone of particles concentrated in a given area, as shown in Figure 6.15. Such a phenomenon has been modeled, per each BX, as a combination of multiple and close tracks that hit the sensor, giving rise to a group of clusters localized...
in a certain area of the matrix. In order to achieve such a model, the definition of a set of additional parameters is required, i.e.:

a) jet rate per cm$^2$ (can also be set to 0);

b) average number of tracks per jet (a poisson distribution with such an average has been used);

c) size of the jet area, given in number of pixels for each edge.
In order to generate a jet, the first step is to randomize the central address of the jet area, whose limits are specified. At that point each track in the jet is created using the routine for single track generation. The only peculiarity is that the starting address of each cluster (passed as an argument to the task) is randomized in the obtained jet area. The parameters set for the track angle (related to the position of the sensor in the detector) and for the charge sharing are also used. An example of a whole matrix where only jets have been generated is shown in Figure 6.16. The detailed parameters set are listed in the caption. In order to visualize it more in detail, a zoom on a single jet obtained from the previous simulation is presented in Figure 6.17.

### 6.1.4 Monsters

As introduced at the beginning of the section, monsters are not a special phenomenon expected from physics. The possibility of sending extreme inputs to the ROC is anyway of interest for designers. It is indeed important to be sure that it is able to recover under every kind of stimuli. In the context of ROC design, it has become common to refer to
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Figure 6.17: Zoom on a single jet. Parameters: average number of tracks per jet = 10, jet area = 10x10 pixels, track angle = 30°, charge sharing = LEV_ONE, percentage of surrounding pixel hit = 50%.

Extreme inputs (that stimulate a whole row/column of the chip) as “monsters”. They can be seen as tracks very close to be parallel to the sensor surface, as shown in Figure 6.18. For this reason they have been considered as a separate class of hits. Some basic parameters have been defined to drive them:

a) monster rate per cm² (can also be set to 0);

b) monster direction (either PHI or Z).
Also in this case the parameter set for the charge sharing is used. Examples of single monsters generated in the usual 512x512 ROC matrix in the two possible directions are shown in Figure 6.19 and 6.20.

![Figure 6.19](image)

**Figure 6.19:** Example of a BX cycle in with only one monster has been generated in the PHI direction.

### 6.1.5 Noise Hits

In order to provide the possibility of also generating another class of hits, that are “unexpected”, in the sense that they have no correlation with tracks, a control knob for generating noise hits has also been provided. They have been simply modeled as 1x1 clusters randomly hit. The only parameter that can be set is the noise hit rate normalized by the ROC area, whose value can also be zero. Such minimum size clusters can be seen in 6.21 in the whole matrix, or more clearly in a subset of it that has been highlighted in Figure 6.22.
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**Figure 6.20:** Example of a BX cycle in which just one monster has been generated in the Z direction.

**Figure 6.21:** Example of a BX cycle during which only noise hits are generated in the 512x512 ROC matrix. A rate per cm$^2$ of 2 GHz has been set.
6.2 Monitoring and statistics collection

Some additional work was needed in order to obtain a straightforward way of checking the actually produced stimuli, necessary to guide the development of the hit generator, to debug it and (last but not least) to obtain graphical representation to be shown (as the ones presented in the previous and in this section). For this purpose some different approaches have been followed:

1. it has been decided to write (per each BX) to a .dat file all generated hits specifying the position in the matrix and the amplitude (mainly for debugging and also for obtaining graphics on clusters);

2. some statistical analysis has been partially performed within the framework (i.e. histograms on generated hits are accumulated):
   - they can be then printed every \( m \) BX cycles into a .dat output file for further elaboration or graphical visualization;
   - they can be used in the framework itself to evaluate observed hit rate all over the simulation (and finally print it to a text file);
3. A third possible approach would be to develop a direct interface between SystemVerilog and C/C++ to directly call C++ routines from the SV framework and to immediately obtain graphical visualization without the need to import output files. This solution has not been taken into account in this thesis.

It is highlighted that, in order to keep track in each output file of the type of configuration set by the user for the simulation, many parameters are printed on top of the files before writing there the simulation results. In particular on each of the files that are going to be described, one can always check settings done on:

- hit configuration object parameters (generation matrix size, pixel chip area, etc..);
- hit sequence parameters (number of BXs, sensor thickness, track angle, charge sharing level, track/looper/jet/monster/noise hit rates per cm$^2$, etc..).

Performing monitoring, statistics collection and above all writing to files, can clearly affect simulation time. For this reason it is important to assure that the environment is capable of deactivating such operations if not needed. It has been therefore decided to:

- mainly use a dedicated component for taking care of such operations and, if not needed, to even avoid building it;
- define switches in the hit configuration object (see Figure 6.1) to enable the user to activate/deactivate such features.

A block diagram of the hit environment changes when at least one of such switches is activated, since it causes the hit_subscriber to be built, as shown in Figure 6.23. In this block diagram it is assumed that just information on total observed hit rate is being collected. Details on the level of monitoring will be presented below. It can be therein noticed as the subscribers receives from the sequencer the same transactions that are sent to the driver, so it is capable of performing statistical analysis on generated stimuli. Moreover, it is capable of printing each of them into the hit_map.dat file and/or to accumulate info on hit pixels in an array and write the histograms in the hit_position_histogram.dat file. Such information can also be used to calculate the observed hit rate per cm$^2$ during the whole simulation. This is the kind of statistical analysis which can be printed in statistics_file.txt.
6.2.1 Graphics by MATLAB

In the context of this work, the file containing data have been imported in MATLAB for graphical visualization. The results obtained for the cluster shapes and distribution in the matrix have been extensively presented in the previous section in different situations. As regards the histograms on the positions of the hits, accumulated during a certain settable number of BX cycles, they have also played an important role when debugging the developed tool. Since the way pixel coordinates (where tracks, looperers, jets, monsters and noise hits are sent) are chosen is random, it is expected to obtain uniformly distributed histograms all over the matrix. Such a checking has been constantly done while developing the different classes of hits. An example of the bi-dimensional histogram is shown in Figure 6.24 represented as a 2D matrix. It can be noticed that the values are very low, since they are normalized to the total number of hit pixels during the considered period. The sum of all the values is also performed in the framework, in order to check that it equals 1. Otherwise an error is issued.

6.2.2 Monitoring actual hit rates per cm\(^2\)

It has been mentioned how accumulated histograms are also used to calculate (and output to a dedicated file) information on observed hit rates. Some more details on
Figure 6.24: Histogram accumulated in 500000 BX cycles while generating only tracks.

this feature are presented in this section. First, it is reminded that so far a difference exists between the big pixel matrix considered at the generation level and the subset of it being actually linked to the ROC. When simulating such a small DUT, one also wants to check that the hit rate observed in such a subset of pixels is as expected. For this reason, statistics are printed for both:

- the whole matrix used at the generation level;
- the DUT matrix (that can be a subset, depending on configuration).

To provide with some additional control knobs for the hit monitoring, it has been also chosen to define different levels of details for it. A field of the configuration object, defined as an enumerated type, is used to set it. The possible options are the following:

- NONE, which means that the statistics.txt file is not generated at all;
- ONLY_TOTAL, that causes the file to contain only info on observed total hit rate per cm² (possibly originating from different sources);
DETAILED, with which one can obtain both information on total hit rate per cm$^2$ and classified hit rate per cm$^2$, depending on the source (i.e. tracks, loopers, jets, monsters, noise hits). It is reasonable to use such a level only when running the hit_sequence_cluster, i.e. with the top_test3. For the other tests, a warning is generated if such a level is chosen. It would anyway simply cause zero values to be obtained for each specific class of hits.

In order to obtain a detailed monitoring of different sources, sending just a unique hit_trans (where all the contributions are already summed) to the hit_subscriber is clearly not sufficient. Indeed, after the transaction has been written, there is no more any way of distinguishing to which class of hits it belongs. For this reason, in this particular case a new structure for the hit environment has been defined. It is presented in Figure 6.25.

![Figure 6.25: Hit environment block diagram with the hit subscriber built and detailed level of hit monitoring provided.](image)

The hit_sequence_cluster run by the sequencer not only writes into the final transaction to be sent to the driver (that contains all the generated hits) but also creates five more transactions per each BX cycles, each one just hosting one class. In this way it is possible to the sequencer to send such separate information to the subscriber. As it can be seen in the block diagram, it accumulates a different histogram for each class of hits plus.
This enables the statistics_file.txt to contain a classification of the hit rates per cm$^2$. An example of the obtained results is shown in Figure 6.26. The main settings of interest are listed in the caption. At a first glance it can be crosschecked as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hit Type</th>
<th>Hit Rate per cm$^2$ (Actual)</th>
<th>Hit Rate per cm$^2$ (Expected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TotalTracks</td>
<td>11081505371.09750</td>
<td>11154000000.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalLooper</td>
<td>1398738440.52760</td>
<td>2330000000.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalJet</td>
<td>2000890000.484375</td>
<td>50000000.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalMonster</td>
<td>51200000.00000</td>
<td>51200000.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalNoiseHit</td>
<td>2000709238.515625</td>
<td>2000709238.515625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.26: Example results on detailed hit monitoring. Settings: track rate: 1 GHz/cm$^2$ (with 45° angle, causing 2 pixel clusters), looper rate: 2 GHz/cm$^2$, jet rate: 500 MHz/cm$^2$, 2 tracks per jet), monster rate: 7 MHz/cm$^2$, noise hit rate: 2 GHz/cm$^2$, no charge sharing.

- the sum of the classified hit rates corresponds to the total monitored;
- the observed hit rate per cm$^2$ coming from tracks (close to 2 GHz/cm$^2$) corresponds to the expected one, since the track rate set is 1 GHz/cm$^2$ and each cluster is formed by two pixels;
- the observed hit rate per cm$^2$ coming from loopers (close to 2 GHz/cm$^2$) corresponds to the expected one, since loopers are 1x1 clusters and no charge sharing is present;
- the observed hit rate per cm$^2$ coming from jets corresponds to the expected one equal to 2 GHz/cm$^2$. It can be calculated multiplying the jet rate set (500 MHz/cm$^2$), by the average number of tracks per jet (2 clusters) and by the number of pixel of each cluster (two pixels);
- the observed monster rate is close to the expected one (that can be obtained multiplying the set rate by the number of pixels in a monster, i.e. 512);
- the observed hit rate per cm$^2$ coming from noise hits (close to 2 GHz/cm$^2$) corresponds to the expected one, since they are 1x1 clusters;
the observed hit rates match pretty well between the whole matrix and the smaller simulated submatrix, showing once more a uniform distribution of generated hits.

In conclusion, it has anyway to be highlighted as such a model has been designed in order to be used with ROC matrices whose sizes are not too small. First of all, indeed, addresses are randomized in the existing matrix, so when very small ones are used at the generation level it does not make much sense to use very complex stimuli (like jets). On the other hand, when a very small ROC is used as a DUT (e.g. 2x2), the hit generator model can show some apparently unexpected results. In particular when generating long elongated tracks (longer than the DUT edge) it has been seen that the hit rate observed on the DUT sub-matrix is smaller than the one observed in the whole matrix. This can be understood since no long cluster actually happens to be contained in the smaller simulated ROC (meaning that for each cluster less pixels are hit with respect to the bigger matrix). Since it is not really of interest to use the model with so small ROCs, it has been chosen to avoid going into complicate modification to correct such a behaviour.

6.3 The configuration of the hit generator

Even if many concepts have been already presented in the previous sections, this one is meant to be a summary and above all a practical guide for correct configuration of the hit generator. The user basically needs to access two files, i.e. the ClassDefines.sv one (path: trunk/source/define) and the top_test3 (path: trunk/source/VerificationEnvironment/top/tests). The idea for setting the test is the same as in subsection 5.2.6 where it has been presented how to set the trigger and analysis configuration objects. It is shown the code from top_test3 to be modified to configure the hit configuration object.

```verbatim
m_hit_cfg.add_master("m_hit_agent",
    UVM_ACTIVE,
    'INIT_IDLE_CYCLES,
    FULL_PIXEL_MATRIX,
    ('PIXEL_CHIP_Z_FULL/2),
    ('PIXEL_CHIP_PHI_FULL/2),
```
There one can recognize all the fields of the UML class diagram. In particular, in this example many defines are used to set the different parameters like the initial number of idle cycle of the driver and the pixel chip area. Moreover, it is chosen to simulate a full matrix at the generation level and it is defined to move the simulated DUT at the center of it. As regards the fields related to the hit monitoring: it is chosen not to dump each BX cycle (switches set to 0), to dump histograms into the output file every 999 BX cycles and to activate a detailed level of monitoring on the hit rates. Other important parameters are then set into the hit sequence:

```cpp
// Common parameters for cluster generation
uvm_config_db#(hit_config)::set(this,
    "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
    "m_hit_cfg", m_hit_cfg);

uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this,
    "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
    "num_bx_cycles", 50000);

uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this,
    "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
    "track_angle_deg", 'TRACK_ANGLE_DEG);

uvm_config_db#(real)::set(this,
    "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
    "sensor_thickness", 'SENSOR_THICKNESSUm);

uvm_config_db#(real)::set(this,
    "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
    "pixel_pitch", 'PIXEL_DIM_ANGLE_DIRECTIONUm);

uvm_config_db#(csharing_level_t)::set(this,
    "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
    'PIXEL_CHIP_AREA_cm2,
    0,
    0,
    999,
    DETAILED);
```


"csharing_level", LEV_ZERO);
uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "percentage_hit_pix_env",
  'PERCENTAGE_HIT_PIXEL_ENVELOPE);
uvm_config_db#(shortint)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "min_amplitude", 1);
uvm_config_db#(shortint)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "max_amplitude", 16);

// 1. Single tracks
uvm_config_db#(real)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "track_rate_per_cm2", 'TRACK_RATE_PER_CM2);

// 2. Loopers
uvm_config_db#(real)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "jet_rate_per_cm2", 'JET_RATE_PER_CM2);
  "looper_rate_per_cm2", 'LOOPER_RATE_PER_CM2);

// 3. Jets
uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "mean_tracks_per_jet", 'MEAN_TRACKS_PER_JET);
uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "jet_area_z_edge_size", 'JET_AREA_Z_EDGE_SIZE);
uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this,
  "*.top_cluster_virtual_sequence.m_hit_seq",
  "jet_area_phi_edge_size", 'JET_AREA_PHI_EDGE_SIZE);

codeComment// 4. Monsters
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Therein one can notice the initial settings done on generic parameters like the number of BX cycles to be run (that has to agree with the one set for the trigger environment), the track angle, the sensor thickness, the pixel pitch, charge sharing fields and the hit amplitude range. Moreover, other specific parameters used only for the single classes of hits are set afterwards. Also in this case, for most of them it has been preferred to use defined variables. This does not mean anyway that the user cannot directly write desired numbers into the test file. Nevertheless, so far such definitions are done in the *ClassDefines.sv*, as shown in the code below:

```vhdl
#define PIXEL_CHIP_Z_FULL 512
#define PIXEL_CHIP_PHI_FULL 512
#define PIXEL_CHIP_AREA_cm2 6.5536
#define SENSOR_THICKNESS_um 100
#define PIXEL_DIM_ANGLE_DIRECTION_um 50

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
// 1. SINGLE TRACKS
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#define TRACK_RATE_PER_CM2 1000000000
#define TRACK_ANGLE_DEG 45
#define PERCENTAGE_HIT_PIXEL_ENVELOPE 0

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
// 2. LOOPERS
```
It has been highlighted the definition of the full matrix dimension, the settings of some generic parameters for the chip and finally the ones related to the generation of the different classes of hits. Once the settings are done, the user can always check on top of all the files that the hit subscriber outputs, that they are correct. Moreover the possibility of using graphical visualization of clusters and histograms, as much as the capability of checking the hit rate offers a way of crosschecking what has been generated.
Chapter 7

Generation of input stimuli for a study of buffering architectures

The developed hit generator has been used for architectural studies, in particular for the critical optimization of buffering requirements of the ROCs. It has been already introduced how the simultaneous increase in trigger latency and hit rate brings to ~100 times higher buffer requirements. It has also been mentioned how significant reduction of storage resources could be obtained using shared buffering resources at the pixel region level. An analytical study [33] has been carried out on this topic with simple assumptions on the shapes of clustered hits and it will be introduced in the first subsection of this chapter.

7.1 Statistical/analytical cluster and PR buffer models

In the previous chapter it has been seen how cluster shape varies depending on the position in the pixel detector (or track angle), pixel size, sensor thickness, plus on additional factors that influence charge sharing (e.g. magnetic field component, radiation damage) and how to instruct the framework to generate such clusters. Previously, such a tool for intensive simulation was still to be developed and an initial statistical/analytical study had been carried out starting from evaluating cluster
shapes only with dependence to one factor, i.e. the position of the chip in the pixel detector. In particular, when considering pixel chips located:

a) in the center of the barrel where tracks are expected to come perpendicular to the sensor: a cluster is seen as a central hit pixel (HP) with some pixels fired in the periphery;

b) at the edges of the barrel where track angles are such that signal is generated on several pixels and the shape is elongated in one preferential direction.

The exact shapes considered in the study are reported in Figure 7.1.

The first one (a) is a fixed size square envelope made of 3x3 pixels (to be referred as symmetrical model), inside which it is possible to have from 1 to 9 HPs, where the central one is always hit. As concerns the second (b), that can be referred as elongated model, a rectangular shape made of 1xn_p has been considered, where n_p, contained in the range [1,16], is the number of HPs in the cluster. It can be observed as they are quite similar to the ones that have been obtained with the hit generator respectively in Figure 6.9 using 90° track angle tracks and in Figure 6.8 (b) with lower angles. Moreover, each cluster model has then been detailed by adding statistical information on number of HPs inside them. Four typical statistical distributions of n_p, shown in Figure 7.2 have been made up in order to describe the extreme and intermediate cases of having clusters made from just one up to the maximum number of HPs. Moreover, such assumption on the n_p probability distribution have been validated by comparing them with real physics data obtained from data coming from a CMS run [40].

The two cluster models have been used to determine the average number of pixel regions that are occupied by a cluster, \( \overline{PR} \). Such quantity depends on the PR configuration and the cluster model taken into account. A dedicated procedure, that also takes into account
the $n_p$ probability distribution, has been elaborated for each of them but is not herein reported, details can be found in [33]. The average number of pixel regions that are occupied by a cluster obtained have been used to evaluate performance of square and rectangular PR configurations. In particular, in order to critically design the PR logic, given a certain latency time, it is of interest to understand how many buffer locations are (at least) necessary to assure a buffer overflow probability lower than a target value, since buffer overflow translates in hit losses. For HEP applications an acceptable one is $10^{-2}$, a more conservative approach would be to keep it below $10^{-3}$. In order to carry out the overflow probability, the PR buffer has been modelled as an ideal array of finite memory locations where hit packets arrive at a rate that depends on the track rate in the detector and they receive a trigger signal after a fixed latency time. If the number of memory locations is $h$, assuming uncorrelated interactions taking place at each bunch crossing, the probability of arrival of more than $h$ hit packets (i.e. probability of buffer overflow) is
overflow) during latency $L$ can be obtained from the binomial distribution formula:

$$P_{overflow} = 1 - \sum_{i=0}^{h} \binom{L}{i} p^i (1 - p)^{L - i}$$

Where $BX$ is the bunch crossing period of 25 ns and $p$ is the probability of arrival of a hit packet during a bunch crossing period, that can be obtained once the track rate and the pixel size (and therefore the pixel region area) are fixed the certain values. Graphs can be therefore plot showing how the overflow probability varies depending on the number of buffer locations for a fixed pixel region configuration. From such plots, given a target value for the overflow probability, the required number of locations ($h$) necessary to avoid buffer overflow can be obtained. The calculations can be repeated for different cases of study of interest. In [33] different PR configurations have been compared for each one of the two cluster models and with the various $n_p$ probability distribution. The comparison has been actually performed in terms of memory bits per pixel. The main steps are summarized in the following:

1. as mentioned, given the track rate, trigger latency, pixel size, pixel region configuration and finally the target value for the overflow probability, one can obtain the required number of locations ($h$);

2. the quantity that is most appropriate to study is actually the total number of memory bits in the PR buffer, as it contains information related to both the buffer locations and the memory organization, that therefore needs to be defined;

3. the total number of memory bits in a PR can be obtained from the product between the required number of buffer locations and the number of bits of a single location;

4. normalizing the obtained total number of memory bits per PR by the number of pixels in the region gives a quantity that enables the results between different configurations to be compared.

In [33] a case study starting from assumptions related to next generation pixel chips (on track rate, trigger latency, etc...) was presented and conclusions on the total number of required memory bits for the symmetrical and elongated cluster models had been obtained for both square and rectangular pixel region configurations. The conclusions of the study have been in support of square pixel regions, going from 2x2 to 4x4. This
last option is particularly of interest if one starts thinking of layout and area related issues. Indeed, when considering dedicated SRAM blocks, a few “large” memory blocks are preferable than many “small” memory blocks and this means that relatively bigger configurations could be more attractive even if analytically they do not look like being the optimum.

7.2 Simulation results from VEPIX53

It has been shown in the previous section how for this study, that aims to optimize the pixel chip architecture comparing different suitable PR configurations, a key quantity of interest is the buffer overflow probability. Preliminary simulations have been performed with the VEPIX53 framework to obtain results on such a quantity coming from simulations to compare them with the analytical ones (they have been presented in [41]). The parameters that have to be defined for the statistical model are herein summarized:

a) cluster model (square or elongated);
b) pixel region configuration;
c) $n_p$ probability distribution;
d) track rate per cm$^2$;
e) trigger latency;
f) pixel size.

Such quantities need to be accordingly chosen both when obtaining graphs on buffer overflow probability analytically and when generating them from simulation results. For this purpose, the developed hit generator has to be appropriately tuned in order to create cluster models that are quite similar, or even (on purpose) slightly different, from the ones assumed analytically. In those initial simulations, only the square cluster model (a) has been taken into account. The preliminary results will be reported in the following subsections using two different configurations for the hit generator and the respective $n_p$ probability distribution (c) will be specified, as well as the track rate
The remaining parameters have been kept the same in both the simulations. It has been chosen to start using the proposed extended CMS trigger latency of 10\( \mu \text{s} \) that is the baseline value. As regards the sensor, the usual 50x50\( \mu \text{m}^2 \) pixel size and 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) sensor thickness have been used (this last parameter is not an input of the analytical model). In particular, it has been chosen to first take into account a 4x4 PR configuration for the DUT (since it is particularly attractive from a layout point of view). Furthermore, as far as the simulation framework is concerned, it has been chosen to simulate a bigger 512x512 pixel chip matrix at the generation level. In order to obtain sufficient statistics, simulations have been run for 500,000 BX cycles. In this way the 4x4 sub-matrix of the pixel chip being simulated has seen around 10,000 incoming hits. In conclusion, as regards the DUT, the results presented have been obtained simulating the zero-suppressed FIFO archicture.

### 7.2.1 Clusters with fixed size

Since a single parameter was used in the model to describe the rate of incoming hits (i.e. track rate normalized by the pixel area), for the first simulations the hit generator has been configured in order to generate only tracks. In this first example it has been chosen to compare cluster models in principle quite different (but on average quite similar to each other), keeping all the other parameters as the same. In particular the track rate has been fixed to 1 GHz/cm\(^2\). For the simulations, fixed size clusters have been used. In order to instruct the hit generator to produce them no charge sharing has been allowed. Setting the track angle to 45\(^\circ\) (with the set sensor thickness and pixel pitch) has brought to generation of clusters made of 2 pixels. With the set track rate it translates into an expected (and actually observed) hit rate close to 2 GHz/cm\(^2\). Such a simple distribution on cluster size is shown in Figure 7.3. Considering the square cluster model (related to a position of the detector in the center of the barrel) described in the previous section, some examples of typical statistical distributions of \( n_p \) have been previously reported. Other ones can anyway also be considered to repeat the study and in this case one with a lower average number of hit pixels, equal to 2, has been taken into account (Figure 7.4). Moreover, a different distribution for \( n_p \) coming from physics data (acquired in the center of the barrel) with average 2.46 has also been taken into account. It is shown in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.3: Distributions of number of hit pixels in the simulation

Figure 7.4: Typical distribution of number of hit pixels (i.e. $n_p$) for the square cluster model

Figure 7.5: Distribution of number of hit pixels (i.e. $n_p$) for the square cluster model (obtained from real physics data)
For the analytical model, a formula has been presented for calculating the overflow probability. From the binomial distribution and with the same assumption (and symbols), another quantity that can be considered is the buffer occupancy. The probability of having a number \( i \) of buffer locations occupied can indeed been obtained from:

\[
P_{\text{occupancy}}(i) = \binom{i}{L/BX} p^i (1 - p)^{L/BX - 1}
\]

The same symbols have also been used. On the other hand, such a quantity can be easily obtained with appropriate settings of the simulation and verification framework. It particular, it is necessary to instruct the devoted subscriber in the analysis environment to dump the output file containing information on buffer occupancy (that need to be normalized to the total number of entries for 1:1 comparison with the analytical one). The comparison of the plot obtained analytically (using the two distributions for \( n_p \)) and from VEPIX53 simulations are reported in Figure 7.6. Despite the cluster models used in the simulations (tracks at 45°) is in principle different from the one assumed analytically (symmetrical cluster, center of the barrel), using the same track rate, trigger latency and just similar average cluster sizes brings to a good consistency between the plots can be seen. A comparison can be also done in terms of buffer overflow probability and it is straightforward to calculate by using the simulation results. Given a certain buffer depth \( h \), it is indeed sufficient to sum all the probabilities of having an occupancy

![Figure 7.6: Comparison between VEPIX53 simulations (with generation of fixed size clusters) and the symmetrical cluster model based on buffer occupancy.](image)
greater than such a value:

\[ P_{\text{overflow}} = 1 - \sum_{i=0}^{h} P_{\text{occupancy}}(i). \]

The comparative graphs are shown in Figure 7.7 and are once more quite consistent, if one considers the different statistical assumptions done in the 3 different cases. Simulation results look more optimistic than the analytical ones. It can be remarked how the fixed cluster size used in the first case has probably played a positive role in this sense. It can be noticed how for the less strict requirement (10^{-2}) a buffer depth between 8 and 11 is necessary, while for the more conservative one (10^{-3}) goes from 11 to 15 for the different models.

### 7.2.2 Clusters with variable size

A second simulation has been performed with the aim of using cluster models as similar as possible to the analytical ones. For this reason, it has been chosen to generate only tracks coming at 90° (as happens in the center of the barrel) and to introduce charge sharing. Such a choice instructs the generator to produce clusters with a central hit pixel and some fired in the periphery. The specific typical \( n_p \) distribution herein taken into account for the statistical cluster model presents an average value equal to 4.22, as shown in Figure 7.8. In order to reproduce a similar distribution, with average cluster
size around 4, through the hit generator an appropriate value for the percentage of pixels
to be hit in the envelope that surrounds the central one has been chosen. For each cluster
it is clearly know that at least one pixel is hit (in the center) and that the 8 peripheral
ones may be fired depending on the set parameter. In order to hit the 3 additional pixels
needed (out of 8), the probability of hitting each is obtained: \[
\frac{3 \text{hit pixels}}{8 \text{total pixels in the envelope}} \times 100 = 37.5
\].

Through some additional coding, it has also been possible to observe the actual
distribution of the number of hit pixels per cluster produced by the hit generator (7.9).
Even if not identical, both distributions show some variance around a close average
value. In order to evaluate the impact of a bigger cluster size (with respect to the one
in the previous subsection), it has been chosen to keep a constant hit rate (2 GHz/cm²).
For this reason a track rate of 500 MHz/cm² has been used for the simulations, while a
slightly lower one has been used in the statistical model. The obtained results are both
presented in terms of buffer occupancy and overflow probability in Figure 7.10 and in
Figure 7.11. It can be noticed as in both cases comparative graphs are quite consistent.
Figure 7.10: Comparison between VEPIX53 simulations (with generation of variable size clusters) and the symmetrical cluster model based on buffer occupancy.

From the overflow probability plot, it can be observed how with the assumptions made on

track rate, average cluster size and trigger latency a buffer depth around 10 is sufficient to satisfy the stricter requirement \((10^{-3})\) on overflow probability.

Figure 7.11: Comparison between VEPIX53 simulations (with generation of fixed size clusters) and the symmetrical cluster model based on buffer overflow probability.
Conclusions and future work

The development of a pixel simulation and verification platform capable of simulating alternative pixel chip architectures of the high rate pixel detectors for the ATLAS/CMS upgrades pixel chip has been the main focus of this thesis. First, the evaluation of performances of commercial simulation software tools has been performed. It has shown specific bottlenecks that have been further investigated through the profiler and choices have been taken in order to improve simulation time. Also the design flow used has been optimized for minimal re-elaboration of code. Results have anyway shown that the software used assures good simulation performance. Secondly, the author has collaborated in the development of a behavioural model for the system, working on the definition of a simple and basic module of a single pixel unit cell. Thirdly, the set up of the framework based on UVM classes has been done, defining the project organization, the design flow and the running scripts. The main contribution on the development of the verification components has been on the stimuli generation, both for the hits and the trigger and for their coordination from the top level. Different and configurable tests have also been defined, and a short guide for the user has been provided for setting and running them. Moreover, configuration objects for re-configurability of the different verification components and for controlling generation of output file have been defined. Special attention has been put on the development of a hit generator capable of emulating pixel hits on a large number of pixels with appropriate correlations: based on a geometrical model of the sensor, it has been made capable of generating tracks, loopers, jets, monsters and noise hits with parameterized rates and other parameters characteristic of the specific hit class. Furthermore, generated inputs have been monitored through graphical visualization (performed with MATLAB) and through
statistics collection in terms of total and specific hit rate. Results on generated clusters
and observed rates have shown good consistence with the parameters set for the hit
generator. Lastly, the author has collaborated in using the developed engine for
architectural studies, in particular for a the critical optimization of buffering
requirements. Simulation results have been obtained for buffer occupancy and overflow
probability for two preliminary cluster models that were interesting to be compared
with the ones of a previous statistical/analytical study. The reported plots have shown
good agreement between the models and they show buffering requirements to be
compatible with the proposed extended CMS trigger latency of 10 µs and for the
absolute highest hit rate of 2 GHz/cm².

Further investigations and simulations will need to be performed in order to evaluate
different classes of stimuli (e.g. jets) and to compare different PR configurations for
architecture optimization. A deep simulation analysis will be performed to evaluate
the impact of the optional 20 µs trigger latency on the buffering requirements and to
compare the obtained results with the analytical ones. Future work will be needed in
the context of the working group both on the DUT and on the simulation and
verification framework. As regards the first, beside the independent PUCs and the
zero-suppressed FIFO one, more buffering architectures will be implemented and
evaluated. Moreover it will be needed to replicate PRs in the pixel chip for further
buffering study and column arbitration study. Several description of the chip are also
being considered, at different level of abstraction. As concerns the framework, a
further refinement of the hit generator and on interfacing it with hit patterns coming
from external full detector/experiment Monte Carlo simulations and detailed sensor
simulations will be required. It should be also improved the generality and flexibility of
the whole environment and of the reference model of the ROC, in order to simulate
chips with different functionality. More quantities will also need to be monitored in
order to provide results on significant performance indicators. In conclusion,
integration of graphical analysis in the framework itself could also be evaluated,
considering interfacing SystemVerilog with C/C++.
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